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ABS1RACI 

Tilis study is concerned with the phenomenon of Western style institutional education 

as present in a remote Aboriginal community in the Northern Territory of Australia. 

Its aim is to elicit the understanding of school and what school constitutes in the minds 

of the adults of the community in which it is operating. It further aims to elicit any 

statements about their feelings about school-based education that they are prepared to 

express. 

As the research problem is located within a group of people whose culture has been 

exposed in the last sixty years to many elements of a different culture which are quite 

alien to their own, it was considered appropriate to use an anthropological approach to 

the study of the problem. Such methods, including a study of the background of the 

problem through analysis of relevant documents, were used to allow the adult members 

of the community to express their current perceptions of the institution of school as it 

operates in their township. These methods included participant observation and the 

collection of language texts, usually oral. The latter were used for linguistic analysis. 

All data was used in analysis of the issues that were raised by the people themselves. 

The framework in which the study proceeded was the theoretical concept of culture. 

The data and analysis tend to indicate that the process of Western style education is not 

an integral part of the culture of the community and is perceived mainly as a means of 

dealing with aspects of a foreign culture that is impinging on their lives. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The intention of this study is to explore the phenomenon of Western style 

institutional education in a remote Aboriginal community in the Northern Territory 

of Australia. Descriptions of this phenomenon can be, and have been, made from 

many different perspectives and such descriptions reflect the understanding that the 

describer held of the phenomenon in a particular context. This study will attempt to 

provide a description based on the understanding of Western style institutional 

education held by the adults of the community in which it is operating. This 

community is known as Port Keats in English, but the Aboriginal name for the land 

on which the township stands is Wad eye. 

1.1 Location of the Research 

1.1.1 The People. 

The township of Wadeye has an Aboriginal population of 1200 plus (1991 

Commonwealth Census figures). It is located near the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf, 260 

kilometres South West of Darwin. (See Figure 1.1.). The site of the town is on land 

claimed by the Kardu Diminin clan. Thus in Aboriginal terms it is an artificial 

community in that the clans represented in the community's population would not 

normally live there together; indeed many are traditional enemies. There are eight 

main languages spoken in the community; and the community consists of over 

·twenty land/ dreaming based clans. The map in Figure 1.1 shows (approximately) 

by dotted lines the language group areas, and the languages spoken by those groups 

are indicated by circled upper case letters and keyed in Figure 1.2 (Ward 1985). 
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The term 'language group' is used for a group who share a common language; the 

term 'clan' indicates a group who have a common ownership of land. Figure 1.2 

sets out the names of the clans (in the Murrinhpatha language, which is the 

predominant language of the community and also its lingua franca) and the 

languages spoken by each clan (in that clan's language). 

CLAN LANGUAGE GROUP 

1 = Kardu Diminin A Murrinh Patha 

2 = Kardu Yek Maninh Murrinh Patha 

3 = Kardu Yek Nangu Murrinh Patha 

4 = Kardu Wemtek Murrinh Patha 

5 = Kardu Mathalinti B Murrinh Kura 

6 = Kardu Wunh Murrinh Kura 

7 = Kardu Kura Thipmam A Murrinh Patha 

8 = Kardu Papa Ngala c Ngankiwumerri 

9 = Kardu Pulampa Ngankiwurnerri 

10 = Kardu Kura Ngaliwe Ngankiwumerri 

11 = Kardu Kimul D Djamindjung 

12 = Kardu Piru Pangkuy Djamindjung 

13 = Kardu Yek Naninh E Mati Ke 

14 = Kardu Yek Yederr Mati Ke 

15 = Kardu Thangkurral F Marri Tjevin 

16 = Kardu Yek Thinti G MarriAmu 

17 = Kardu Thay H Marri Ngarr 

18 = Kardu Darrinpirr Marri Ngarr 

19 = Kardu Bengkunh Marri Ngarr 

20 = Kardu Kulinmirr MarriNgarr 

21 = Kardu Manthayangarl 

Figure 1.2. Oan groups and their languages. 

Figure 1.1 has been adapted from Ward (1985) by using the letters and numerals in 

Figure 1.2 to indicate the location of various language and clan areas. The 

boundaries in this map are not in any way definitive and are used to give only 

approximate indications of the areas concerned . 

As there is such a large number of clans and there is no recognised common name, 

these people will be referred to as "Kardu" or local Aborigines. 
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In Australia, the term "Aborigine" is used to describe the original inhabitants of this 

continent and their descendants. But it is a very wide ranging concept, as it 

encompasses a great variety of characteristics that could be applied to individuals 

who belong to that category. And a set of characteristics that applies to one 

individual or group do not necessarily apply to another individual or group, even 

though both belong to the category of Aborigines. 

This is similar to the term "European". While the term applies to any individual or 

group who live in or originated from that continent, it would not be expected that all 

would have the same or very similar characteristics. Sicilians differ markedly from 

Swedes, both physically and culturally. Hence a general term, whether "European" 

or "Aboriginal", must be used with some care; and this study does not assume that 

the findings about Aborigines in other areas of Australia necessarily apply to the 

Kardu. 

1.1.2 History of the Settlement 

The community began as a missionary foundation in 1935. Few written sources refer 

to it. Those that do (Stanner, 1973) see the foundation resulting from 

Commonwealth Government authorities urging the Catholic Church to set up a 

mission station there to deal with local unrest. This area had been proclaimed an 

Aboriginal Reserve in 1920 (C.P.P. 119, 1921). This unrest is principally associated 

with the killing of Japanese pearl fishermen and the pirating of their lugger in 1934. 

Pye (1972: 6-10) identifies local inter-clan fighting as a principle reason for the 

foundation. There is no mention in the literature of the tension and fear among 

Kardu created by the setting up of cattle stations, such as that of Bradshaw nearby 

(Pye 1972: 29), and the land seizures involved. Nor is there any mention of body 

snatching of local people by passing ships. But these is are prominent features of the 

local oral history of the Kardu. 
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The mission began at Werntek Nganayi (see Figure 1.1), but soon moved to the 

present site of Wadeye. This site had adequate water, arable land and a protected 

and suitable site for docking supply boats, all of which the original site lacked. The 

various clan groups moved into contact with the mission and began to adapt their 

way of life to accord with the directions of the missionaries. Conventional wisdom 

(Giese, 1969) is that Aborigines moved into townships to gain access to a range of 

new consumer goods and for an easier life-style. However, how working in the 

copper mines or the sugar cane, peanut or dairy farms of the Daly River settlement 

under Chinese and European bosses, rather than hunter-gathering on the rich 

littorals and flood plains of the Port Keats region can be regarded as "an easier life

style" is not very clear. Sahlins {1972) theory of affluence would suggest otherwise. 

He analysed the production and consumption in the hunter-gather societies of two 

Aboriginal groups in Northern Australia in ecological and physical environments 

very similar to those occupied by Kardu. He demonstrates that such people were 

able to amply feed themselves from short intense periods of activity averaging three 

to five hours per day, leaving long periods of time available for rest and relaxation, 

religious and ceremonial matters, and artifact and artistic productio� 

Whatever the mainstream understanding of the Aborigines' move to Western style 

towns is, it does not match those of the Kardu. Local informants (in conversations 

prior to this study) mention a number of reasons for moving from their traditional 

lands. These include declining numbers, associated with disease, the killing of 

young men by older men to maintain possession of power and wives, the killing of 

young men by older men for pay-back reasons (possible linked to the previous), the 

desire for certain consumer goods especially tobacco, and a desire for more 

information about the "God" of the missionaries. This latter seems related to the 

spiritual basis of their own culture, to information that had been trickling in from the 

Daly settlement area for many years, and to an incident concerning an important 

local elder, an acknowledged "kidney-fat" man, who after a dream underwent a 

conversion from his former ways. The important point here is that the non-
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Aboriginal perspective of the setting up of Port Keats, that is, the one committed to 

writing and handed on as "history" , is quite different from the understanding that 

the Kardu had, and have, of the same event. 

1.1.3 Current Demography of the Community 

The township and its community at the present time reflect both traditional 

Aboriginal and modern technological ways. There are 1233 Kardu and 130 non

Aborigines living in the town. Kardu occupy 129 dwellings which are usually three 

bed-room houses with living area, toilet and shower, electricity and sewage, and 

large roofed concrete-based verandahs, occupying about 10 squares in area. This 

means that the average occupancy per household is 9.5 people, which by mainstream 

standards indicates overcrowding. Electrical equipment like TV, radios, and 

washing machines are common, though cooking is generally still done on fires in the 

open air. 

The population is definitely a young one, as indicated by the population graph 

below. 
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Kardu under the age of 25 years number 814 or 65.8% of the total population; this is 

higher than the national average for Aborigines of 61.4%* and 1.75 times that of non

Aborigines who are 37.8%* of their total population. The Primary School (including 

Pre-school) aged population (4 to 14 years) is 402 or 32.5% of the total Kardu 

populatio� which compares with 22.2% * of the national Aboriginal population and 

13.2%* of the non-Aboriginal population. The Kardu post primary school aged 

population (15 to 19 years), which in mainstream Australia would be the group 

associated with Secondary and Tertiary I TAFE education, is 117 or 9.4%; nation 

wide this group represents 10.9%* of the Aboriginal population and 7.8%* of the 

non-Aboriginal population (figures marked* are Commonwealth Census figures 

quoted in DEET (1994:15)). 

The land of the town and its environs and outstations, as shown in the map in Figure 

1.1, is owned by the Kardu under the Northern Territory Aboriginal Land Rights Act 

(1976). Although heavily influenced by the mainstream Australian culture, the 

Kardu are "traditionally orientated" in the sense that Berndt (1963: 386) described this 

term, namely, 

they are in more or less fulJ possession of their traditional beliefs and value systems, their 
behaviour patterns and social organization ....... people whose life is still meaningful in 
traditional Aboriginal terms. 

People perform traditional ceremonies to mark socially and culturally significant 

events, view themselves and their environment within the framework of the 

"dreaming", look after land in traditional ways and use land for hunting and 

gathering in traditional or modified-traditional ways, for example, hunting with 

guns. 

However the economy of the town is little influenced by hunting and gathering. 

Most food is obtained via the money system, as are shelter and non-traditional 

services. Money is obtained by Social Services and from employment in tertiary or 

service industries. These industries include medical and health, educational, 

building and maintenance work, and Government administration. Some 81 Kardu 
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or 21.4% of the imputed workforce of 378 earn their income through these jobs, either 

on a full time of part time basis. The remaining 297 people are on unemployment 

benefits. As can be seen from the population pyramid above, 33 people are eligible 

for Old Age Pensions; also a number are eligible for Sickness Benefits. The only non

service industry to develop has been that of art work and artifact production. (All 

figures are quoted or extrapolated directly from the 1991 Commonwealth Census, 

except those marked * which were Commonwealth Census figures quoted in DEET 

(1994:15).) 

1.2 Subject of the Research 

1.2.1 The Introduction of Schooling 

One of the main foci of missionary activity among Aborigines throughout Australia, 

including the Northern Territory, was their introduction of Western style education 

G. Harris, 1 990; Swain & Rose, 1988). In the context of places like Port Keats, which 

was a Reserve, and therefore not subject to the demands of non-Aboriginal settlers, 

missionaries had a free hand to introduce their notions of civilization and 

Christianity. As education, based on schools and universities, was seen as a 

principle source of their own, to their minds "superior", knowledge and 

understanding, they naturally saw schools as an essential aspect of their civilizing 

and Ouistianizing mission. This was certainly the case among Catholic Missionaries 

in their Missions in the Northern Territory, including Port Keats. 

1.2.2 History of its Organization 

The history of (Western style) education at Port Keats is yet to be written. Written 

sources, for example Pye (1973), and some verbal accounts from missionaries who 

knew the original missionaries, suggest that minimal attention was given to formal 

education until the arrival of a group of three Sisters of the Order of the Daughters of 

Our Lady of the Sacred Heart in early 1941. Before they were withdrawn in 1942 

because of the fear of Japanese invasion, they had initiated for the girls the 

dormitory I school system that was then common throughout the Territory. They 
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returned in 1945 and fully established this system, which was to last unW 1966. In 

this system, the young people lived in the town in separate dormitories for girls, run 

by the Sisters, and boys, run by the Priests and Brothers. They attended school 

taught by the Sisters in the children's early years and with separate classes for the 

older girls, taught by the Sisters, and the older boys, taught by the Brothers. The 

Kardu continued to live their traditional life, wandering over their lands but making 

regular visits to the mission to visit their children. What their feelings and thoughts 

were about this system, and how willingly they agreed to it, is not recorded. 

By 1966, most of the people had moved into the town to live on a permanent basis 

leaving their nomadic lifestyle behind. As more and more houses were built and 

amenities provided, the dormitories were phased out, with the children returning to 

live with their parents in town. It was discontinued entirely in 1970. The school 

itself continued throughout and today (1994) has an enrolment of 439 students from 

Pre-school to Post Primary with an Adult Education unit of varying numbers. 

1.2.3 The Nature of the Education Provided 

The system of formal education in Western countries involves separating children 

from adults for significant periods of time each day, grouping them, usually on an 

age basis (but not always), and placing them under the control of one or two adults. 

The role of these adults, called teachers, is to pass on knowledge, understandings, 

skills and values which the community, or powerful groups in it, consider desirable. 

This process acts as a socializing force to pass on to the next generation the ideas, 

behaviours and values that the present generation considers important and 

appropriate for the children to acquire. The role of the children is to acquire these. 

The institution in which this process takes place is known as "school". The process 

itself is characterized by what is know as "formal teaching"; this involves the 

presentation and explanation of subject matter (knowledge, understandings, skills 

and values) principally through language, spoken, written, or both- although non

language forms are often part of the presentation/ explanation. Children are 
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expected to receive this subject matter and re-present it, again principally through 

language. 

This contrasts markedly with the Aboriginal approach to education. This approach 

probably can't even be called a system. It involves what Scribner and Cole (1973) 

called "informal" learning, which is characterized by taking place in everyday 

situations, involving a small number of participants, usually one or two younger 

people and an older person who has a significant kinship relationshlp with the 

learners, and is concerned with matters directly affecting the biological and social life 

of the learners. Knowledge and skills are handed on principally through 

demonstration by the older person and trial and error practice by the learners. It is a 

situation of "learning by doing" rather than "learning to do" (Coombs et al. 1983: 

98££). The extent of the use of language in this process can vary according to the 

educational context, with for example, spearing fish using little language and the 

learning of the law using much. Such language is mainly oral (with written 

language not, of course, used in such circumstances). Studies by Harris (1980) and 

Christie (1985) show that this kind of education was the norm for the Aboriginal 

people of North East Amhem Land. As has been stated, no studies have been done 

on education among the Kardu: but this study assumes that their pre-mission 

education would be similar to those of the Yolngu of North East Amhem Land, 

given the similarity of their hunter-gather life styles, world views and ceremonial 

activities. 

1.2.4 The Non-Aboriginal Perspective of the Role of Schooling 

The mission's aim of civilizing and Christianizing (Flynn, 1961) was generally linked 

to government policy on Aborigines in the Northern Territory. Formal education 

was always seen by the government as an important tool in implementing 

Aboriginal policy, and so school-based education was influenced by the aims of 

whichever policy was in operation at the time. 
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The period 1911 to 1950 is characterized by Giese (1969: 76) as being "protectionist 

and restrictionist". The very setting up of the mission with Government support and 

on Reserve status land was a reflection of such policy. In terms of the role for school

based education in such a policy, Baldwin Spencer stated that, 

The teaching in schools should be of a very simple character: it should (consist of) 
reading, writing, the elements of arithmetic and singing. 
The primary object must be to train the natives in industrial habits, simple agricultural 
work, carpentry, etcetera and work among the stock for the boys, domestic work and 
gardening for the girls (quoted in Giese. 1%9: 77). 

Titis pattern was followed at Port Keats. In the early years school-room based classes 

on English literacy and arithmetic in the morning were followed after lunch by work 

sessions involving building, gardening and stock management. 

Government policy in the late 1940s began to change to what is now called 

"assimilation". Again this influenced education policy, as reflected in this statement 

from the Conference of Commonwealth and State Aboriginal Welfare Authorities 

held in Canberra in 1948, 

The aim of education policy should be to give natives a training to fit them for ordinary 
avocations of life, e.g. artisans, mechanics, farm or station workers, etcetera., with a view 
to their absorption into the general social and economic structure and to qualify them to 
hold positions of responsibility in government institutions (quoted in Giese. 1969: 84). 

The mission in general and the school in particular adopted this policy, if only to 

gain access to some of the funds made available by the government to support its 

policy. 

The early 1970s, particularly with the advent of the Whitlam Labor Government in 

1972, saw another change of government policy to that of "self-determination and/ or 

self-management". In the broadest interpretation of this policy, it was envisaged that 

Aboriginal communities (such as Port Keats) would make any decisions concerning 

that community (self-determination) and would be able to carry out those decisions 

and any other activities necessary to maintain the community with personnel from 

the community to the extent that the community wished to do so (self-management). 

School-based education was seen as a vital means of providing members of a 
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community with the knowledge and skills necessary to carry out the process of self

determination and self-management (DEET, 1989). But there is much debate 

between governments at different levels, between governments and Aboriginal 

groups and among each of these entities as to the meaning of this policy. 

The school, at what had now been renamed Wadeye in 1983, officially supports "self

determination and self-management" as its policy and began in 1976 to take steps to 

become accredited as a bi-lingual school with twin goals (various reports published 

by OLSH School and the Northern Territory Department of Education). One was 

that of preserving and maintaining Aboriginal culture, especially through the use of 

an Aboriginal language. The other was that of skilling and otherwise empowering 

Kardu children with the ability to interact with the mainstream culture of the 

majority of Australians, especially through the use of the English language. 

Thus within the broader goal of using the school as part of the process of civilizing 

and Christianizing, the mission allied itself with government policy and followed the 

tenets and associated ideologies inherent in those policies up to the present day. 

An important aspect of all these approaches and policies is that they are concerned 

with achieving change in the Kardus' way of life. The protectionist phase sought to 

change their nomadic hunter-gather ways to those of a sedentary 

agriculturalist/ pastoralist one. Government reports see them as, " the stockmen and 

servants of the future" (quoted in Giese, 1969: 78). The assimilationist phase 

obviously sought to change them from the kind of people they had been for tens of 

thousands of years to a people similar to the non-Aboriginal majority of the nation. 

What was important in this policy was "to fit the Aboriginal into the economy" 

(quoted in Giese, 1969: 84). The self-management phase purports to allow the Kardu 

to run their own affairs: but what this means and what changes are and will be 

involved, is still being debated and developed. However these changes are what is 

considered desirable for Aboriginal people by non-Aborigines, missionaries, 
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bureaucrats, politicians and the mainstream general public as the Aborigines were 

not consulted as to their views on the matter. 

1.2.5 The Vacuum of Recorded Aboriginal Perspective 

All of the aforementioned activity, settlement, missionary activity, school related 

activity and underlying policy appear to have been undertaken without any 

consultation with the people involved. If there was consultation, there does not 

appear to be any record of it remaining. 

It is this lack of an expressed Kardu perspective to the institution of school-based 

education in an area of potentially great importance to the maintenance of their 

culture that is a matter of great concern. 

1.3 Approach of the Research 

1.3.1 The Research Problem 

The research problem is, then, located within a group of people whose culture, that 

is, worldview, ways of thinking, ways of sustaining biological and social life, has 

-
been exposed in the last sixty years to many elements of a different culture which are 

quite alien to their own culture. Amongst these elements, Western-style education is 

one with great potential power to bring about changes in the old culture. 

Much has been said and written by non-Aborigines about how schooling should 

work and why it is of benefit to the Aborigines of the Northern Territory, including 

the Kardu (see Chapter IV). But there is no record, if indeed it has actually been 

sought, of what the Kardu think about the introduction and continuation of 

schooling in their community; about what meanings they attribute to the institution 

and how it relates to other aspects of their society, that is, how they conceptualize 

school-based education; nor about how they feel about this institution. 

The aim of this study is to redress that situation and to seek an expression of their 

thoughts and feelings about school-based education from the Kardu themselves. 
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It is a philosophical assumption of this study that any institution of a society should 

be the servant of those to whom it caters. In this case, the institution of sch<X>l-based 

education should serve the Kardu, both the children and the community in general. 

Otherwise the institution can be a tool of manipulation or even oppression of the 

society by those who control the institution, in this case the non-Aboriginal policy 

makers, administrators and teachers of the school. Thus an expression of the 

community's ideas and feelings about the institution is an essential aspect of it 

functioning in a legitimate and valid way. 

1.3.2 Cross-cultural Paradigm 

The design of the study will have to recognize both the cross-cultural nature of the 

problem and the necessity to address the problem in a cross-cultural context. The 

problem is characterized as 'cross-cultural' because school-based education is an 

institution rooted in the economic, political, religious and social life of one group of 

cultures and is operating, or attempting to operate, in a culture whose economic, 

political, religious and social life is markedly different. 

Any effort to address the research problem must be made within a recognition of the 

cross cultural nature of the problem. But the design itself must be considered as 

'cross-cultu,ral'. The researcher and this study are the product of one kind of culture, 

while the Kardu from whom the study is seeking responses are from different 

cultures. These people have a different world view from that of the non-Aborigines 

who write and read this study; they are likely to have different thought and 

communicative systems and this has profound implications for obtaining valid 

results. 

To attempt to address these matters the study will look to the discipline of 

anthropology in general and the sub-discipline of anthropology of education in 

particular to guide and structure it. It will l<X>k to anthropology of education which 
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"involves not only what is taught and learned but also is concerned with the 

organization and patterns and processes of education in their social and cultural 

settings" (Barlow, 1982;: 16) to guide it so that it proceeds systematically and as 

reliably as possible. 

In an anthropological vein it will make use of ethnographic methods of seeking 

information in cross-cultural situations, especially those concerned with 

communication within a specific culture, and with communication between different 

cultures. 

1.3.3 Methodological Concerns 

It is accepted that there is a gulf between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians 

at the present time. It is also assumed that much of this is due to the inability of the 

two cultures to communicate adequately with each other, given that there is a 

willingness to attempt communication. Any activity that is capable of improving the 

ability of the two groups to communicate adequately will be of immense benefit to 

both groups and the nation as a whole. 

In attempting to elicit an expression of the ideas and feelings of the Kardu about 

school-based education, this study will need to be sensitive to a whole range of 

differences between the two cultures. This expression will need to be sought and 

given in ways that are culturally appropriate for the informants. Any rendi tion of 

the data must be sensitive to and respectful of the norms of the culture of the Kardu 

in terms of how it should be presented. Any interpretation of the data must ensure 

that the Kardus' ideas are, as far as possible, authentically expressed. 

Hence the design of the study will attempt to develop a methodology which will not 

only address the research problem outlined here, but also make a contribution to 

improved communication between two groups of culturally different people. 
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1.4 Significance of the Research 

1.4.1 Practical Implications 

The study will supply information important to decision making for the local school 

in terms of organization and administration, curriculum content, teaching strategies 

and method. It will also promote Aboriginal agency in educational institutions 

rather than their being passive recipients of the policies of outsiders. 

1.4.2 Methodological Implications 

The study will attempt to contribute to knowledge about ways that Aborigines can 

express their ideas and feelings while preserving the integrity of their own culture 

and at the same time conveying their authentic meaning to another culture, in this 

case the non-Aboriginal mainstream culture. 

1.5 Summary 

This study, then, seeks to formulate an authentic and valid statement of the 

perceptions, both ideas and feelings if possible, that the people in the community at 

Wadeye have of school-based education. It will seek to do this via methods which 

allow the Kardu to use the forms of their culture to express their perceptions, but 

which also allows their expression to be interpreted in a Western theoretical 

framework. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This study seeks to elicit from the people of the community of Wadeye an expression 

of their perceptions of school-based education. It attempts to do this by the use of 

ethnographic methods of investigation. The study was initially guided by reference 

to materials that have been written on this or related subjects. Two strands of 

investigation were pursued through the literature. The first was a review of 

statements about Western style school-based education by people in similar 

Aboriginal communities, with a particular focus on the means of eliciting these 

statements and/ or the context in which the expression was made. The second strand 

was to expand on the information about methods and contexts of gaining statements 

of opinion which arose in the first strand by reviewing the theoretical, 

methodological and practical implications of eliciting statements in a cross-cultural 

- situation. Such information would then form the basis of a theoretical and 

conceptual framework on which the study would proceed. 

2.1 Western Style School-Based Education In Other Aboriginal Communities 

The aim of this strand of the Review is to look at the opinions expressed about 

Western style school-based education by Aborigines from communities similar to 

that at Wadeye. This is not done in order to derive some hypothesis or hypotheses 

which will be tested on the Wadeye community. This study approaches the Wadeye 

community as a unique discreet entity and its approach will be based on no 

presuppositions about the perceptions of the community. But the review of other 

communities will give possible ideas that may be explored in the study and this 

study may certainly be aided in its methodology by looking at the contexts and 

means whereby people in other communities were able to express their perceptions. 
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Figure 2. ! locates the Northern Territory communities referred to in this section of 

the review. 
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Figure 2.1: Selected Aboriginal communities and locations in the Northern Territory 

2.1.1 Statements by Community Leaders 

A number of formal statements have been made by Aboriginal leaders which are 

apposite to this theme. This review was restricted to statements from people in 

communities which are traditionally orientated like Wadeye. 

Two Aboriginal members of the Northern Territory Parliament are from such 

communities, as well as representing areas that are predontinantly composed of such 
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communities, and have made statements on their perceptions of school-based 

education. 

Mr Wes Lanhupuy MLA, the Member for Arnhem, comes from the traditionally 

orientated community at Galiwin'ku on Elcho Island. In an address to the 

Graduation Ceremony at Batchelor College in 1 987, he expressed a number of strong 

criticisms of schools . He desCribes them as part of the process of colonization of the 

country and its inhabitants, a process he sees as continuing in many schools today. 

The aim of this process was/ is, 

t o  capture the minds of Aboriginal chjldren and to turn them towards the 
dominating Western culture. .. .... to assimilate Aborigines into the Balanda 
(White) society. .. ... to obliterate Aboriginal culture and knowledge, for example 
language, ceremorues and traditional knowledge . .. ... to bring about cultural 
assimilation. (Lanhupuy, 1988: 1) 

He is not opposed to schools per se but to the way they are run. He wants them to 

stop being places of "cultural alienation and confusion" and become places of 

"cultural self-determination for Aborigines". He claims that Aboriginal people 

realize that schools can help them achieve their political, social and economic aims 

- but want the school to do so in ways that are compatible with Aboriginal culture. 

Specifically he thinks this can only be done by Aboriginal staffed and controlled 

schools. 

The late Mr. S. Tipiloura MLA, (no other names may be used because of the recent 

death of this man) the then member for Arafura, gave a similar speech at the 

Graduation Ceremony at his home community at Nguiu, Bathurst Island in 1989. He 

continued Lanhupuy' s theme of the need for schools to be staffed by Aborigines. He 

expressed the view that schools were essential for self-determination, 

If we are to improve our living condHions and take control of our own affairs in all 
aspects of our community, we must all be well educated (fipiloura, 1989). 

But he offered no criticism of the way schools are, or have been run, and expressly 

thanked Church authorities and non-Aboriginal staff for what had been done to date. 
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Chris Poulson (1988), whose Aboriginal 'skin-name' is Japangardi, is:community 

leader of the people at Yuendumu in central Australia. He adopts a different 

position from many other Aborigines in that he does not want schools used to teach 

Aboriginal knowledge. He sees Aboriginal knowledge as being mainly secret and 

not for public dissemination through schools. He wants schools to concentrate on 

English language teaching and Western knowledge so that the community leaders of 

the future will be able to deal with the Western aspects of the lives of Aborigines. He 

does want Aboriginal staffing of schools and community control over what is taught, 

because he thinks that this will be more in tune with the way Aboriginal children 

learn. 

Summary of Section 2.1.1 

The Aboriginal community leaders reviewed here are solidly supportive of the idea 

of western style school education in principle. But there is some divergence of 

opinion as to what such schools should be trying to achieve and how they should be 

organized and controlled. 

2.1.2 Papers by Aboriginal School Teachers 

An interesting development in the education sphere in the Northern Territory is the 

number of Aborigines who are qualifying through Batchelor College, Deakin 

University, Northern Territory University and other places to be school teachers. 

Many of them, both teacher educators and adult educators, have expressed the 

opinions held by their communities and themselves of the school-based education 

that their communities have had introduced to them. 

The Yirrkala and Lanyha communities of North East Arnhem Land have been noted 

for their forceful efforts to achieve Aboriginalization of their schools in recent years. 

Papers written by Aboriginal teachers working in those communities, including 

Yunupingu (1989), Wunungmurra (1988), and Marika-Mununggiritj et al.(l990) have 

claimed that these efforts have arisen because of the dissatisfaction of the community 
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with the Balanda (European) approach to education and the way the schools were 

run. Wunungmurra (1988) appreciated the role of the school in providing reading 

and writing skills but sees this as being done at the cost of cultural identity. He sees 

the schools there as authoritarian and destructive of language and culture. 

Yunupingu (1989) sees the school as an instrument of shifting power from the 

Yolngu to the Balanda. Power, based on the sacred language they knew, was taken 

away from the old people by the schools. The school (pre-197 4 bilingual era) refused 

to allow the use of their language and thereby attacked the Yolngu way of thinking. 

It focused on English language and European ways and thereby degraded Yolngu 

ideas and knowledge. It also used practices that were foreign or forbidden by the 

Yolngu culture, such as older boys and girls being taught together, very young 

children being forced to learn and people in the role of teacher who were strangers to 

the learners. Marika-Mununggiritj et al. (1990) endorse these perceptions and go on 

to explain them in terms of a different understanding of history. They see the 

Balanda view of history as "progress along one track" while the Yolngu view is that 

the future is being made now. The "progress" theme of Balanda history resulted in 

the schools being places dedicated to the assimilation of the Yolngu people into the 

Balanda culture and the destruction of culture and removal of power mentioned 

above. 

These writers relied on their personal knowledge of the perceptions of their own 

communities to present their view of history and the schools. Using quotations from 

Balanda written histories of the area, they contrasted their perceptions with those of 

the Balanda understanding of history and school policy. 

Lindsay Corby (1991) reflects on the school as he perceived it as a young lad at 

Papunya. He and the people of that community could not see any reason for going 

to school as the school did not teach them anything that was relevant to their lives. 

School was seen as whitefella business, something the community had little to do 

with. It was as incomprehensible to them as was the whitefella in general. Emily 
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Rankin's recollections in Rankin & Ramsey (1991) paint a similar picture of the 

school at Alekarenge as being uninterested in any form of maintenance of the culture 

of the community it was there to serve. Edwin Rami (1991) attended the school at 

Numbulwar. He sees it as having a very narrow focus with an emphasis on content, 

the content of western subjects like maths, science and (English) language. He 

remembers school as being about Western discipline, rules, punctuality and dress. 

For him it was a place that was trying to turn him into a Dhurrabada (non

Aboriginal). 

Three other teachers reflect on their perceptions of the school as they experienced it 

as staff members and teacher trainees. Miriam Rose Ungunmerr Baumann is at 

present the Principal of the Catholic school at Daly River Aboriginal community. 

Prior to this as a student at Deakin University she presented this school (Baumann. 
1991) as an institution pursuing an "inauthentic cultural situation". She sees it as 

intent on inculcating the values of the Anglo-Australian culture in order to assimilate 

the children into that culture. Francine Tungutalum (1991) sees the school at Nguiu 

on Bathurst Island as "an agent of cultural oppression". For her the school "is based 

on the Murruntawi (non-Tiwi) values, expectations and practices" with Murruntawi 

dominating decision making processes because they believe they know what is best. 

Marita Pilakui (1991) from the same school alludes to the discomfort the community 

feels with the hierarchical and dominating role of the teacher in the school situation 

and the lack of 'learning dialogue' in the school situation instead of a two-way flow 

of knowledge and skills in any learning situation. 

Rose Guywanga (1991) was the Principal in training for the school at Galiwin1cu on 

Elcho Island. In studying the operation of her school, she used the conceptual 

framework of the 'hidden curriculum', and analysed a number of situations and 

actions that she observed in the school and interpreted hidden messages inherent in 

them. She tested some of her perceptions on the children of the school and found 

that they had similar perceptions to herself. These perceptions included a view that 

power was concentrated in the hands of Balanda teachers, that Yolngu teachers 
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related better to children because they concentrated on personal relationships rather 

than adherence to rules such as punctuality (Guywanga, 1991: 27), that Balanda ways 

are superior to Yolngu ways (Guywanga, 1991: 30) and that Balanda teachers think 

and treat Yolngu teachers as inferiors (Guywanga, 1991: 31-33). 

An interesting approach to expressing their view of Western style education and its 

affects on their community was that of a group of Pintupi teachers from the 

settlement at Walungurru. As reported by Keeffe (1992), four teachers, Sarah 

Napangati Bruno, Paul Tjampitjinpa Bruno, Monica Nangala Robinson, and Victor 

Tjungurrayi Robinson who were also artists, prepared a painting for presentation to 

and discussion with the Australian Curriculum Studies Association Conference held 

in Canberra in 1989. The painting was supported by a text in Pintupi written by 

Sarah Bruno with an English translation by Kevin Keeffe and Ian Green (Keeffe, 

1992: 24). Figure 2.2 presents Keeffe's (1992) representation of the painting and a key 

to the major symbols used in the work. 

.. (ootprinUI Clhrvllib IJme. JJ!-) � :=::=� A111tralla. 
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C Abari� child 

Figure 2.2: Representation and key to painting (Keeffe. 1992: 23) 
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These teachers expressed their perceptions of education for their non-Aboriginal 

audience in terms of five categories representing periods of time and the government 

policy associated with each period. 

There are five sections of the painting to expound each of these periods. The central 

section deals with the pre-contact period when the young people learned from the 

old people their dreamings, language, ceremonies and how to use and survive in 

their country (Keeffe, 1992: 24). The top left hand section of the painting deals with 

what the artists call the 'ration' times (up to and including the early 1960s) and 

focuses on the school run by the walypala (whitefella) teaching whitefella ways with 

whitefella methods; and the yanangu are on the outer, not involved (Keeffe, 1992: 25). 

The top right hand section shows a similar scene (in the 1970s) of Aboriginal adult 

exclusion, although some Aboriginal adults have learned some of the whi tefella 

ways and have begun to work in the school. The disturbing fact of both children 

(petrol sniffing) and adults (grog) learning destructive elements of the whitefella 

culture is raised here. (Keeffe, 1992: 26). The bottom right hand section deals with 

the current (1980s) situation where there is a situation of the walypala and the 

yanangu working together (Keeffe, 1992: 26). The foot prints which mark out the 

journey through time continue on to the last section to express the artists' hopes for 

the future. Here they see the elders as the source of authority and knowledge who 

will direct/ guide them (the artist/ teachers) in the running of the school, with the 

government (or wider Australia) providing support and assistance (Keeffe, 1992: 27). 

There are two important methodological points here. One is this group's decision to 

use the paint medium, supported by verbal text, to express their perceptions. The 

other is the group nature of the process, with all the members of the group 

participating in the conceptualization of their response and in expressing this 

conceptualization in paint and verbal form. Also of interest is their choice of 

categories of time and policy which relate more to non-Aboriginal ways of thinking 

than to traditional conceptual categories. 
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Summary of Section 2.1.2 

Some of these teachers have provided their own perceptions of school based on their 

personal experiences of being at a Western style school. Some have added to this by 

expressing perceptions of their communities. Some have used formal study methods 

to investigate more fully the views of members of their community. Aboriginal 

teachers are in the unique position of being able to speak and think in ways that 

accommodate a thorough understanding of the community and their ideas and at the 

same time be able to articulate those ideas in ways that can be understood by those 

interested in the provision of school-based education to Aboriginal children, for 

example academics, administrators, bureaucrats and politicians. Thus this strand of 

the review demonstrates what a valuable contribution Aboriginal teachers can make 

to informing those interested, of the views of their communities. This is a valuable 

resource that this study will seek to avail itself of. 

2.1.3 Papers on Independent Aboriginal Schools 

While Aboriginal educators are demonstrating skills in conceptualizing and 

communicating their own and their communities' ideas on education in ways that 

- non-Aborigines find meaningful, such skills could not be described as widespread in 

traditionally orientated communities similar to Wadeye. As Miriam Rose Baumann 

observed, "Aboriginal people aren't much given to abstract philosophizing about 

education" (personal communication from Miriam, 1994). Many have given up 

trying to articulate their concerns and have opted for their own schools where their 

perceptions of what schools should be are put into practice. That is, instead of trying 

to explain, they have attempted "to actualize their eclectic vision of education" 

(Willmett, 1991: 39). A number of reports have been written on such schools, some 

by journalists and some on the basis of, or as part of, more thorough and systematic 

studies. In reviewing these, attention has been restricted to those aspects of the 

reports which illuminate community perceptions. 
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Strelley 

Strelley, a group of communities near Port Hedland, Western Australia (see Figure 

2.3), is one such. Bucknall's (1982) report on the school at Strelley is based on his 

observations of the school and the community and with conversations with the 

elders and parents in the community in the first five years of the schools existence 

from 1976 to 1981, when he was an original member of the staff that began the 

school. He reports that the school was initiated as community based and controlled. 

It was founded to meet the community's "hopes and expectations", which was the 

survival of their language and culture. The school was there to provide, 

a process whereby the total community is supported in its attempt to create a socially and 
economically viable Aboriginal community within a large indifferent and often hostile 
larger Australian Community. (Bucknall, 1982: 89) 

Prime emphasis was placed on the Nyangumarta and Walmatjari languages 

followed by basic literacy and numeracy skills. (The group ultimately split with the 

Walmatjari language group, moving and setting up a similar community and school 

at Punmu in 1983 (Vallance, 1988)). Older learners were very involved in 

vocationally orientated projects such as pastoral activities. Both adults and children 

- were involved in the learning process; some adults to gain basic literacy and 

numeracy skills and some to undertake teacher development work. The teaching 

was based around classificatory or skin groups to maintain correct relationships. 

Thus the school was "inextricably bound up in ", reflected and supported the social 

structure of the group. 
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Figure 2.3: The Location of Strelley in Western Australia. (Bucknall l982: 87) 

There are some significant differences between Strelley and most other communities 

reviewed. Strelley is a place (a pastoral lease) that the community specifically 

acquired to settle on (see figure 2.3 for the location of this community). They had no 

- necessary links to that land, though it was close to their traditional land. They had 

experienced not only displacement by the white invaders (Bucknall's term) but a 

range of social, cultural and economic oppression. They themselves chose to set up a 

school as part of their attempts to build a community based on Aboriginal ways, 

whereas most other communities had schools imposed upon them. But they had had 

experience of non-Aboriginal run schools at Fitzroy Crossing and other places, and 

did not like what they saw. They then set about building a school based on their 

perceptions and desires about what a school should be. 

Bucknall & Bucknall (1994: 273) report that the initial strong emphasis on the 

Nyangumarta language, including literacy, has continued. To cope with changes 

and pressures on community structure and life style in the communities involved 

there is currently "a wide ranging appraisal of the current (language) programs 

taking place with a view to introducing new directions." 
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An important implication of the Strelley situation for this study is the possibility that 

the perceptions of the Kardu may be influenced by their experiences of schools in 

places outside their own town. 

Yipirinya 

Yipirinya in Alice Springs is another independent school in a community which has 

both similarities and clissimilarities to Wadeye . It is similar in that the community is 

composed of a group of eli verse dans and languages who now live in close proximity 

together. It is clissimilar in that the land on which the community lives is not 

Aboriginal owned land and that the dominant influence on their life style is the non

Aboriginal culture of the town of Alice Springs. 

Two reports reviewed were concerned with the early times of the school. These were 

by writers external to the school; one by Richards (1984) and the other by Harker & 

McConnochie (1985). Richards (1984) made use of personal observations, Yipirinya 

school council documents and attendance at council meetings and interviews to 

gather data for his report. Harker & McConnochie (1985) seem to rely largely on 

documents for their data, although they are not explicit on their methods. A third by 

Willmett (1992) dealt with the establishment of the school up to the current position. 

The fourth was the most current Report produced by the Yipirinya School Council 

(1994). 

Yipirinya was founded, on an informal basis in 1979 and was formally recognized in 

1983, to serve the interests of the fringe camps of Alice Springs. These are groups of 

A.rrernte, Luritja and Warlpiri speakers who have moved to the Alice for a variety of 

reasons. The experience of mainstream schooling in the town for their children had 

been one of unhappiness and oppression. The material and health poverty of the 

children, their lack of English, stigmatization by teachers as slow learners and racial 

prejuclice by non-Aboriginal children made school an unattractive place to both the 
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children and their parents (Harker & McConnochie (1985) quoting the Tangentyere 

Council). 

The school was set up, using a decentralized model in the camps, so as to cater to the 

social organization of the different skin groups (Willmett. 1991: 30). The classrooms 

were simply open sheds at first but were gradually replaced by closed room 

demountables and more recently by an impressive full school facility. A central 

location to house the process of developing Aboriginal teaching staff and to develop 

and store materials was another aspect of the original geography of the school. The 

teaching process is carried out by Aboriginal staff, some fully, some partly and some 

untrained. The school is organized to achieve, 

Aboriginal control, a decentralized structure, Aboriginalization of the staff, and a 
bilingual programme in a genuinely bicultural curriculum. 

(Harker & McConnochie (1985) quoting the Yipirinya School Council) 

1bis structure and philosophy arises from the peoples' perception of the mainstream 

schools that their children attended as "alien, monolingual and monocultural" 

(Harker & McConnochie (1985) quoting the Yipirinya School Council).  Certainly the 

- experiences of their children there were seen as degrading, oppressive and culturally 

alienating. 

The 1993-94 Annual Report presents the school as still committed to these same 

goals, 

a) to promote the development of educational programmes for children living in the 
township of Alice Springs and its fringe camps, and any other place that the members of 
the Council shall authorize; 
b) to foster community participation in the education of Aboriginal children; 
c) to ensure that all educational programmes are in accordance with traditional social 
organization of the member communities; 
d) to assist the development of training programmes of Aboriginal persons designed to 
enable them to fully participate in the education of Aboriginal children; 
e) to act to improve the living conditions and meet the needs of Aboriginal children and 
their families in any way which will assist them to benefit from educational programmes. 

(Yipirinya School Council, 1994: 2) 

Although the geography has change in that all the classes are now located at the new 

facility on the one site, the organization is still the same as classes are organized to 
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cater to different language groups and skin groups (Yipirinya School Council, 1994: 

5). Community involvement in the school continues and is seen by the staff in their 

reports as an expectation integral to the running of the school. 

Yirrkala 

Yirrkala is more like Wadeye in that it is not immersed in a large dominant non

Aboriginal community and the land on which it exists is Aboriginal owned. It is also 

similar in that it is run on lines approved by the N.T. Education Department but 

Yirrkala is actually a government owned school. It is unusual in that it is an attempt 

by a community to control a school while remaining within a wider educational 

system. (Other communities at Ngukurr, Galiwin'ku and Milingimbi operate on 

similar lines.) Weame (1986) studied the school while a non-Aboriginal member of 

the school staff there. He used participant observation methods and analysed a 

number of incidents, or "portraits" as he calls them, to report the developments in 

Aboriginalization taking place in the school. He also relied heavily on statements 

from people in the community and especially from Aboriginal staff members. 

He describes an Aboriginal community that is committed to the 

defense and development of their culture, yet with a desire to develop in partnership 
with non-Aborigines a mutual understanding and mutual future (Wearne, 1986: 35). 

The community sees the school's role as that of providing a bicultural approach; but 

to do this it needs to be "informed, guided and controlled" by the local community 

(Weame, 1986: 35). 

This strong assertion of the need for local control corresponds with the ideas 

expressed by Yunupingu, M. (1989) and Marika-Mununggiritj, R., etal (1988) above. 

Much of the rest of Weame's study is concemed with describing the reactions, 

mainly that of opposition, of non-Aboriginal administrators and teaching staff to any 

attempts by the Aboriginal community to exercise any significant forms of controL 

His description of community attempts to influence senior staff selection, to call 
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School Council meetings without the principal's permission and so on, highlighted 

the fact that non-Aboriginal perceptions of Aboriginalization and Aboriginal control 

were vastly different from both those expressed in non-Aboriginal rhetoric and those 

held by the Aboriginal staff and community leaders. 

One interesting discrepancy gathered from Weame (1986) is his report that non

Aboriginal observers understood the community to see the period under mission 

control as being one of "stability and relative contentment" (Weame, 1986: 32). nus 

is at variance with the interpretation of the period expressed by Marika

Mununggiritj, R., et al (1988) above, and indicates the problems that can arise when 

non-Aborigines attempt to describe and interpret Aboriginal perceptions. 

Currently the school operates as a semi-independent school within the structure of 

the Northern Territory Department of Education. Major decision making is made by 

the School Council, composed of leading members of the community; there is a 

Yolngu principal; day to day decisions are made by the Action Group composed of 

all Aboriginal staff, teaching and non-teaching. Curriculum is developed within 

these structures and in consultation with the Department; its general thrust is 

'Ganma' or 'both ways' in which the Yolngu world is central but those aspects of the 

Balanda world which will skill the Yolngu to be able to be self-determining and self

managing are also pursued. 

The need for this 'both ways' approach is outlined by Wall Wunungmurra, a 

community leader and at one time President of the Yirrkala School Council, 

To live in both worlds we need to achieve a high standard in education to keep our own 
identity. The mission school gave us only one side of this .. They did teach us to read and 
write whereas the following generation djd not have the same level of skills. The present 
leaders of my people are the products of the mission system and are thankfuJ for their 
skills. But we were told what to learn and punished for using our own languages. What 
we need now is education which can teach a high level of skills but without destruction 
to the culture (Wunungmurra, 1988: 69). 
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Another significant aspect of the Aboriginalization of education at Yirrkala is the 

adaptation of Western style schooling to meet the needs of those living on 

outstations. Prior to the passing of the Land Rights Act of 1976, many of the Yolngu 

who had left their traditional lands to come to the mission decided to return to set up 

communities on them. Fear of mining and a desire to re-establish traditional social 

structures that were breaking down in the larger community at Yirrkala are cited by 

Yunupingu (1983: 54) as the reasons for this movement. Each community sought the 

continuation of formal schooling for their children by means of an outstation school. 

These schools were run by the community; teachers were appointed by the 

community from within their own members.; and decisions about curriculum were 

made by the teacher and the community. Support for these teachers, largely 

untrained and sometimes illiterate (Yunupingu 1983: 55), was in the form of visits, 

on site training by trained teachers and materials production support and 

organization from the school at Yirrkala. Though beset by many problems and 

sometimes experiencing failures, these school indicate the desire of many groups of 

Aboriginal people to use formal schools, but in ways that supported their lifestyle 

and culture rather than having their lifestyle and culture dominated by the school. 

Summary of Section 2.1.3 

The Western approach of specialization of education has meant that schools become 

separate entities within their communities. They are geographically separated on 

specially reserved land in specially designed buildings; there is within them a 

separate subculture with their own "procedures, rituals and protocols" (Weame. 

1986: 60), conducted and maintained by specially trained staff; their links to the 

general community are through the aims and objectives espoused by the school and 

supported by the community or by powerful entities within it. The above review of 

the independent Aboriginal schools indicates that Aborigines are often opposed to 

such an approach. Outstation and camp schools and the involvement of "untrained" 

elders and other community members in the teaching process indicate their desire 

for school to be integral to community life, not a separated subsection of it. Learning 
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groups based on skin or family groups, often including adults, rather than age or 

ability groups, indicate a desire for the school to reflect and support the social 

organization of the community. Cultural maintenance , followed by the ability to 

relate to the dominant non-Aboriginal culture, and protect Aboriginal culture from 

it, are seen as the principle roles of the school. This is in contrast to mainstream 

schools, where preparation for the workforce, followed by maintenance of 

subcultural behaviours and values are the main focus. 

Summary of Section 2.1 

This review indicates that data has been gathered about the perceptions of 

Aborigines in some of the other communities about Western style education 

operating in those communities. The published material indicates that the methods 

used to gather this were principally observations, interviews and reviews of 

documents prepared by community groups. A crucial aspect of the valid 

interpretation of this data appears to be ensuring that Aborigines who belong to the 

community concerned have a predominant role in making such interpretations. 

2.2 Conceptual and Theoretical Framework 

The purpose of the second strand of this review is to use the anthropological 

literature to provide a conceptual and theoretical framework for this study. The 

methodological approach of the study, including data gathering and analysis will be 

based on such conceptualization and theorizing and the presentation of the Kardus' 

perceptions will be rendered and underpinned by the same. 

2.2.1 The Concept and Theory of Culture 

The social science's literature is replete with discussion on the conceptualization of 

culture. It is not proposed to enter into or summarize the comprehensive debate that 

is associated with theorizing about what constitutes 'culture', but it will be pursued 

in as much as it is related to identifying and clarifying a theoretical and conceptual 

base for this study. 
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So extensive is the literature on 'culture' that it was decided to begin by reviewing 

the reviews of the literature on culture that have been carried out by leading people 

in the discipline. Kroeber & Kluckhohn (1952) analysed one hundred and sixty 

definitions by sociologists, anthropologists, psychologists and others and developed 

six categories according to the principal emphases they found in those definitions; 

these were enumeratively descriptive definitions, historical definitions, normative 

definitions, psychological processes, structural conceptions and genetic definitions. 

Kaplan & Manners (1972) reduced the number of categories with which to analyse 

the literature on culture to four theoretical orientations: evolutionism, functionalism, 

history and cultural ecology, which largely absorbed and rearranged Kroeber & 

Kluckhohn' s categories , but rejected the structural approaches of people like Oaude 

Levi-Strauss. Keesing (1974) identified two of these categories, evolutionism and 

functionalism, but identified the ideational emphasis of much of the literature on 

culture. Peterson (1979) categorizes theories on culture according to their emphasis 

on, expressive elements (behaviours, artifacts et cetera), expressive symbols, the 

manipulation of symbols and the process of symbol production. 

What emerges from these reviews is the multi-dimensional way that theories and 

concepts of culture are formulated. Omnibus definitions of culture have been 

formulated from the earliest days of the discipline, such as Tylor's (1871: 1)  definition 

of culture as, 

That complex 'whole', whlch includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, customs and 
any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society. 

But as Geertz (1975) points out, the very nature of such all-encompassing definitions 

present difficulties for research. Because everything is included, there is no focus for 

the researcher to work on. Theories that encompass a number of dimensions, 

emphasizing some but not excluding others, provides the basis for a researcher to 

gather and interpret data on certain aspects of human activity and then relate that to 

findings on other aspects of human activity and so move towards a unified whole. 
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From the reviewers cited above and the literature of individual theorists on culture, a 

number of themes emerge. For the purposes of this study, the most useful themes 

are that the notion of culture includes: 

(1) thinking or ideational dimensions (values, sentiments, knowledge, cognitive 

processes, priorities for living, motivations, aspirations), 

(2) observable phenomena (behaviours, behaviour patterns, and structures, material 

objects and their production), 

(3) the role of individuals and their relationship to society, and 

{4) the process of change (over time, [history, evolutionism,] or as a current process). 

As this study is seeking an expression of understandings, it will concentrate on those 

theories that emphasize the ideational aspects of culture but do not ignore the other 

three themes cited above. 

Within the group of theories that emphasize the ideational nature of culture there is 

again great diversity. But again this diversity arises from an emphasis on one aspect 

of the ideational nature of culture rather than another. In general ideational theories 

subscribe to Goodenough's (1964) identification of two orders of reality, the 

phenomenal and the ideational. In the ideational theories of culture, 'culture' is 

located in the minds of the individuals who constitute a particular group. 

Some theories emphasize the ideational to the extent of seeing culture as a system of 

knowledge. Goodenough (1957, 1971), Spradley (1972) and Keesing (1974) have 

argued such theories. This position is summarized by Goodenough (1957: 167) thus, 

A society's culture consists of whatever it is one has to know or believe in order to 
operate in a manner acceptable to its members. Culture is not a material phenomenon; it 
does not consist of things, people, behaviours and emotions. It is rather the organization 
of these things. lt is the form of things that people have in their minds, their models for 
perceiving, relating and otherwise interpreting them. 

Both he and Spradley see this knowledge as standards or codes with which 

individuals and groups can make decisions about behaviours. 
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Dobbert (1975) and Bullivant (1981, 1985) are more concerned with the aspect of the 

transmission of ideas as the basis of culture. Dobbert (1975: 23) sees culture as, 

a system for mapping information from the environment. The information is stored in 
shared conceptual patterns, in patterns of social interaction and in patterns for getting a 
living. 

Similarly Bullivant (1985: 9) sees culture as being the ideas that enable the survival of 

a society and the inclividuals in it. These are developments of Bateson's {1972) 

cybernetics framework which sees culture as "a mechanism for the generation and 

transmission of information" (quoted in Seymour-Smith, 1986: 274). 

Another group of ideational theories places the emphasis on the social construction 

of culture. Berger and Luckmann (1966) stress the dynamic of the interaction 

between the individual and the social and material world he/ she encounters. For 

such theories, 'culture' is an ongoing process of creating meaning through the 

subjective, but socially conditioned, interpretations of the physical and social world 

that groups inhabit. 

- Some ideational theories emphasize the interpretation of symbols, such as those of 

Geertz (1973) and Schneider (1976). For them culture is the meanings that are 

conveyed in a social situation by all of the recognizable symbols available in that 

situation. The interpretation of symbols is an approach that might not be very 

reliable here as this study is dealing with a situation in which an institution from one 

culture has been transplanted into another. It cannot be assumed that this institution 

is part of the culture, only that it is affecting the culture or is becoming part of the 

culture; hence there may not have been any substantial development of symbols that 

attach meaning to this institution. Nor could the absence of such symbols 

necessarily indicate their non-existence; it is possible that they are still in the process 

of formation and not generally recognizable. Therefore the interpretativist approach 

will not be used. 
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Although ideational, the structuralist theory of Claude Levi-Strauss (1968) 

conceptualizes 'culture' completely differently. For him culture is composed of the 

surface phenomena, including ideas, behaviours, material products, et cetera, which 

are observable or perceivable. This 'culture' is a manifestation of the organizing 

principles generated by the human mind. Structuralism is concerned with studying 

and exposing these underlying principles, rather than the 'culture' itself. The 

phenomena that concern this study are accepted as part of the culture and so 

structuralism has little to offer in terms of guiding this study. 

It is not the purpose of this review to argue the soundness of various theories or their 

comparative strengths and weaknesses. It is rather to draw on the theoretical models 

proposed by others to clarify the concepts used in this study and to guide its 

methodology. Hence it has drawn on the cognitive ideational theories to render the 

term 'culture' to mean 'the shared ideas of a group which underpin, guide and 

channel the behaviours, actions and materials production that characterize any 

group', in this case the Kardu. Recognition is also given to the position that culture 

is not a static phenomenon but one that is constantly being formed and reformulated 

or reconstructed by the interaction of the individual's thinking with the physical and 

social world that the members of a group experience. The study will also draw on 

this group of theories to guide the methodology of the study by adopting that 

framework integrally associated with ideational theories, namely ethnography. 

2.2.2 The Concept and Theory of Meaning in Communication 

Before moving to a consideration of ethnography as the framework for the 

methodology of this study, consideration needs to be given to the concept of 

'meaning' in communication. As the object of this study is not a social institution per 

se but the understandings of, or meanings attributed to, such an institution by a 

group of people, it is apposite to use the literature to discuss the concept of 

'meaning'. Such apposition is reinforced by the cross cultural nature of this study. 
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Malinowski (1949) was one of the earliest social scientists to explicate the processes 

involved in ethnographic methods of research. Although interested in culture as 

phenomenal rather than ideational, he makes some important points about language 

and meaning. In pointing out that there is not one to one equivalence between most 

words in two different languages, he emphasizes the need to look at the concept that 

the word or words is meant to convey. 1his must be done by looking at the situation 

in which the word or words is used (Malinowski 1949: 300). Meaning from 

language is not to be gained from translating to the nearest equivalent in another 

language but by careful observation of how it is used in a particular socio-cultural 

context. 

Evans-Pritchard's (1956) ethnographies of the Nilotic Nuer people are based on 

another important aspect of meaning in communication by language. Words are 

obviously used to render different concepts, thus expressing difference between both 

concepts and phenomena. But language can express other relationships between 

concepts, such as equivalence, contrast, inclusion and exclusion. Such relationships 

are essential to meaning. Oose examination of how terms are related, in a particular 

socio-cultural context, is essential to establishing meaning. For example, in studying 

Nuer religion, Evans-Pritchard was not content to accept a statement that "twins are 

birds" from informants; understanding could only be achieved by investigating the 

nature of the relationship expressed in this case by the word "are". 

Edward Sapir and Benjamin Whorl suggested that meaning in a culture depended 

almost totally on language (Whorl, 1956). They maintained that the way a language 

is structured actually determines the way an individual or group conceptualizes 

their world. 'The fact of the matter is that the 'real world' is to a large extent built 

up on the language habits of the group." (Sapir quoted in Whorl, 1956: 134) While 

this extreme determinism of their argument is no longer plausible, it does highlight 

the issue of the relationship between language, and the structure of language, and 

the way an individual/ group conceptualizes and perceives their environment. 
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Whether one determines the other or there is some kind of interactional dynamic 

between the two, is not as important as the fact that some kind of relationship does 

exist between the two; they are not discontinuous entities. Thinking and speaking, 

and activity, are interrelated and one can be used to study and try to understand 

another. Action such as gesture and other non-language phenomena, for example, 

food and clothing, can also be used to express ideas. Titis is important for a study 

trying to elicit a statement of perceptions; it identifies language as an integral part of 

any set of perceptions held but also recognizes that other non-language phenomena 

may be used to gain an understanding of people's ideas. 

The cognitive ideational theoretical approach is also known as 'ernie analysis', 

'ethnoscience', 'ethnosemantics' and many other names. These names indicate the 

emphasis on the "explication and presentation of the indigenous models of reality 

(rather than) the description and comparison of sociocultural systems according to 

the observer's criteria" (Seymour-Smith, 1992: 92). Such names also indicate the 

focus on language and linguistics as a means of studying the 'culture' that is, the 

ideas in people's minds that underpin the outward forms and behaviours that 

characterize the group. Frake (1969) typifies such an approach. He is concerned to 

establish an "operationally-explicit methodology for discerning how people construe 

their world of experience from the way they talk". He sees it as imperative that the 

members of a group be able to describe their world in their own way , using their 

own terms, categories and forms to interrelate such categories. But he ignores the 

fact that some forms of language use make the interpretation of meaning through 

analysis by categories almost impossible, for example, metaphor. Other forms of 

language, as Malinowski (1949) pointed out, are concerned with what he called 

'phatic communion', matters where the purpose of language is not to convey 

meaning but to maintain bonds that are needed in a particular social situation; and 

this kind of language also does not lend itself to analysis by categories. Another 

problem with Frake's position is that such is his emphasis on language and linguistic 

analysis that he ignores the fact that meaning can be expressed in other ways, by a 
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gesture, like a raised thumb, by behaviour, symbolic, for example, ritual, or 

otherwise, like falling asleep, and by other symbol systems, such as art forms. 

Such issues as the centrality of language, native categorization, inter-category 

relationships, and the problems of translating from one language (or register ·within 

a language) to another are fundamental to the methodological approach of this 

study, namely ethnography. 

2.2.3 The Nature and Purpose of Ethnography 

An ethnographic research method, as currently employed, is a process which has 

descended from what Malinowski (1922) called 'fieldwork techniques'. He describes 

fieldwork as a process in which the researcher immerses himself in the culture which 

he is studying so as to try to understand that culture and anything that impinges on 

it from the point of view of the 'native', that is, the people who belong to that culture. 

The results of this study enable the researcher to write a description of the culture, 

usually for those who do not belong to that culture. Malinowski had a 

phenomenological perspective in that he saw 'culture' more in terms of the output, 

behaviours, products, et cetera, rather than the ideas which underpin these. However 

he did stress the need for the researcher to be able to know the language of the group 

he is studying so that he can actively participate in the life of the group and gain a 

fuller understanding of the group's view of their world. But his main emphasis was 

on the researcher being a participant observer, with language being only one of the 

many things that the researcher has to observe and record. 

Many forms of open ended, qualitative inquiry have been developed since the time 

of Malinowski. But as Heath (1982) has observed, most of it has been referred to as 

'ethnography' and this tends to obscure the fundamental characteristics of this 

process. She lists these as ethnohistorical research, clarification of the units of study, 

microethnographic work, linguistic investigation and analysis of artifacts. 
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In the outline of each fundamental characteristic, Heath (1982: 37) maintains that an 

ethnographic study requires the researcher to make decisions about "the specific 

social group, setting and focus" that will be the object of the study. Such decisions 

about exactly what is being studied, that is, the units of study, need to be clearly 

stated and explained. 

The next fundamental characteristic, that of eth.nohistorica.l resear� is described as a 

study of the written records that contain data about the group that is being studied. 

This, states Heath (1982: 36), is so that "For any particular social group studied, 

ethnographers can attempt to relate the origins and history of the group through 

time to consider the social past as well as the social present." 

Within the various theoretical approaches to the study of culture, whether ideational, 

phenomenal, historical, et cetera, there is the common theme of emphasizing the 

holistic nature of culture, that is, while distinct parts can be recognised and studied, 

those parts need to be related to the other parts that make up a culture. 

Microetlmographic work requires the researcher to treat the 'part' that he has 

decided to study as a 'whole' or distinct entity while he/ she is studying it but to 

study how it relates to other 'parts' of the culture. This requires the researcher to 

keep detailed notes of his observation of the phenomenon that is the focus of the 

study and also how it impinges on, or is impinged on by, any other phenomena. 

This enables this work to be "related to the components of other ethnographic 

research" (Heat!\ 1982: 39), both in this and other cultures. 

An ethnographic study, ideally, requires the researcher to learn the language of the 

people in the culture that is being studied. Whether this be a totally different 

language, such as Russian or Murrinhpatha, or a different register of the same 

language, such as physicians' jargon or that of tramps, a description of the culture 

based on the understandings of the members of that culture can only come with an 

understanding of their language. Otherwise such a description will tend to be the 
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researcher's interpretation of what they think rather than what they actually think. 

Such an understanding of the group's language should encompass not only specific 

meaning(s) of terminology and grammar but also the sociolinguistics of how ,when 

and to whom the language may be used. 

Finally, Heath (1982: 40) maintains that an ethnographic study must "inventory the 

tangible objects used in the range of activities of a social group". The names for such 

items and the rules for their use can be related to the behaviours that are present and 

meanings that are held by the members of the group in a particular culture. 

This methodological framework as described by Heath (1982) has been described in 

some detail because it is proposed to use it as the basis of the methodology for this 

study. 

Ideational theories have moved the emphasis in ethnography so as to make language 

data collection central to the method. The extreme position of Whorf (1956) and 

Frake (1969) would require language data collection to be all-encompassing because 

they see language as being the main expression of culture and ideas; other data 

collection would be regarded as peripheral and its only valid use would be to 

interpret, clarify or verify language data. While language data is recognized as 

essential, and pivotal, to this study, it will not be assumed that it is the only method 

of gaining access to the perceptions of the Kardu. Behaviours and other symbol 

systems will be regarded as valid means of expressing meaning and will be used, in 

conjunction with language, to try to elicit a statement of the perceptions of the Kardu 

about Western style education. 
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CHAPTER ill 

METHODOLOGY 

A white bloke and an Aborigine were driving out of a town back to a distant and 
remote Aboriginal community where they lived. As they drove out of the town they 
passed a golf course. 
After some moments the Aborigine said, "You know much about that golf stuff?" 
"No," replied the whitefella, "I'm not into golf at all." 
"Oh!" said the black.fella. Then after another long pause he said, "Do they realize that 
if they didn't hit that ball so hard they wouJdn't have to walk so far to hit it again?" 

(Story told by a friend from Aurukun) 

This study is very much concerned with methods of communications between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal groups as a means of establishing the 

understandings that this particular group of Aborigines, the Kardu, holds about 

Western style education. Most of the history of contact between Aboriginal 

Australians and non-Aboriginal Australians has been marked by a failure of non-

- Aboriginal Australians to understand and appreciate the viewpoint of the other, or 

even of recognising the need to do so. One significant reason for this is the failure to 

establish real communication between these groups. 

The short story at the beginning of this chapter is illustrative of the central problem 

of communication between two cultures. Taken as a "Babakiueria" (Australian 

Broadcasting Commission, 1986) genre, it demonstrates the problem when people of 

one culture try to interpret cultural scenes from another. The outsider can make 

some interesting and rather penetrating comments on the basis of his observations of 

the scene. But unless he is able to uncover the rules of the 'game' as practiced by the 

insider, he will fail to understand the 'game' from the point of view of those who 

own the game. 
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A concern of this study is to address the problem of poor communication between 

Aborigines and non-Aborigines by trying to uncover and respect the rules of the 

communication 'game' as it is played by the Kardu so as to better understand how 

they see Western style education fitting into the 'game' of living as a community in 

Wadeye. 

3.1 Restatement of the Aim of the Study 

This study is seeking to describe the perceptions that the people of Wadeye, called in 

this study 'the Kardu', have about Western style education. Western style education 

is equated in this study with schools and schooling that the Kardu have experienced 

in some way, either by participating themselves or via ideas concerning schools and 

schooling that have been transmitted to them by another person. It is not concemed 

with schools and schooling as a phenomenon per se but with the perceptions that this 

group of people have about this phenomenon. The meaning of the term 

'perceptions' is central to this study and requires a more detailed discussion. 

3.2 Perception 

3.2.1 The Concept of Perception 

Numerous recent studies present in the educational, anthropological and sociological 

research literature have focused on the 'perceptions' of specific groups on specific 

issues; but few have actually made explicit statements on their understanding of this 

word. Examination of the questions asked of the informants in these studies 

indicates that 'perceptions' include, reasons, hopes, beliefs, thoughts, feelings, likes 

and dislikes, levels of satisfaction, opinions and expectations. Similarly this study 

uses the term to mean the set of ideas and feelings that the individuals in this 

community have as a result of their experiences, direct or indirect, of schools and 

schooling. The term encompasses the meanings they attach to this institution as it 

affects them, their community and their way of life. 
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A corollary of such an interpretation of the term "perception" is the assumption that 

all rational people must have them about any phenomenon in which they have had 

some form of contact. Hence it is assumed that all Kardu adults will have 

perceptions of the school since they all have either attended school or have been told 

about the experiences of others at school. 

3.2.2 Levels of Perception 

There is no assumption that all Kardu adults will share the same perceptions, nor the 

same type of perceptions. It is recognized that perceptions may exist at the 

unconscious level and that when they do exist at a conscious level, a person may not 

ne(:essarily be able to articulate them. The ability to conceptualize an idea does not 

mean that the person can explain that conception, especially to an outsider who does 

not share the person's language, culture and history. 

3.3 Theoretical Basis of the Methodology 

Culture is taken to be a set of ideas, beliefs and attitudes which are learned and 

shared by a group and which underpin the kinds of behaviours, materials 

production and forms of expression that are common to the group. An aspect of the 

culture, in this case perceptions about education, can be isolated to study, however, 

this aspect is not an absolute entity and needs to be related to other aspects of the 

culture. Ideas can be expressed by the people of the culture in many ways, one of the 

most important of which is language. 

3.4 The Use of Ethnographic Procedures for Data Gathering and Analysis 

The framework of ethnographic research methods, as outlined by Heath (1982), in 

Chapter 2, was adopted as it is a method that is integrally associated with ideational 

theory. Heath's framework included five aspects, namely, ethnohistorical research, 

clarification of the units of study, microethnographic work, linguistic investigation 

and the analysis of artifacts. 
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3.4.1 Clarification of the Units of Study 

The socio-cultural context of the study was readily identifiable. It is the group of 

people that inhabit the township of Wadeye. It is composed of many distinct sub

groups, and one dichotomous sub-grouping is that of adults and non-adults. Adults 

are taken to be those Kardu (non-Aboriginal and non-local people are excluded) who 

have reached the age where they are eligible for initiation, whether they have 

participated in the ceremony or not, and who no longer attend the local school. This 

is the group referred to in the study as 'the community'. It is this group as a whole 

that is being studied. The school and what happens there is not the object of study. 

Rather it is the perceptions held by this particular group about the phenomenon of 

school that is the object of investigation. It is these perceptions that 

microethnographic work, including linguistic investigation, will focus on. 

3.4.2 Ethnohistorical Research 

Access was gained to a large amount of documentary material on Port 

Keats/ Wadeye. This included published material on the current demographic, 

ethnic and linguistic composition of this community (most of which was presented 

in the introductory Chapter). Published and unpublished material documenting the 

arrival of the white non-Aborigines and particularly the beginning of Western style 

education was used. This was supplemented by a series of interviews with key 

mission personnel. These people were at Port Keats at significant stages of the 

mission, namely, a nun who arrived to set up the school in 1942, a priest who was 

superintendent in the early 1950s and a nun involved in the setting up of the 

bilingual program in the early 1970s. 

Searches of the anthropological and education literature were conducted to find 

anything on Port Keats/Wadeye and this was reviewed with a focus on schools and 

schooling, consultation between the authorities and the community (on any matters, 

not just schooling) and recordings of the Aboriginal peoples' opinions and/ or 

attitudes (again on any matters, not just schooling). 
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Reports prepared by the school for accreditation, and later reaccreditation, as a 

bilingual school and annual reports prepared by the school's teacher linguists from 

1979 to 1990 were reviewed with a focus on consultation between the school 

authorities and the community, involvement of the wider community in the school 

and recordings of peoples' opinions and attitudes. Annual reports prepared by the 

school's staff as part of the bilingual program from 1976 when that program began 

up to 1990, the latest report published were similarly analysed. 

Reports from the mission to the Northern Territory Administrator and reports and 

recommendations by officers of the Commonwealth Government, particularly the 

Department of native Affairs, about the mission at Port Keats were obtained from the 

Australian Archives and similarly analysed. 

Access was gained to the Department of Education files from 1978, when the school 

came under the aegis of that particular government body to the present. These were 

reviewed with the same focus as the school reports. 

3.4 .3 Microethnographic Work 

Microenthnographic work is the process of bringing to bear data gathering and 

analysis skills on the particular aspect of the culture that has been selected for study 

by treating it as a distinct entity but at the same time treating it as interrelated to 

other aspects of the culture. Data gathering is predominantly by participant 

observation and the gathering of language texts, while a range of analytical methods 

can be used. 

Participant observation has been the traditional research method of anthropology 

since the time of Malinowski (1922). Participation requires more than just physically 

living in proximity to the group involved in the study. It requires the researcher to 

be immersed in the society of the culture that is being studied, to live among them, to 

do what they do, to do things the way they do them, to learn the language and to 
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communicate with the people of that culture. It also requires him to reflect on what 

he observes and to try to formulate an understanding of his observations from the 

point of view of the natives of the culture. The researcher is the principle research 

tool and the validity of his findings depends on the extent to which he can 

comprehensively and objectively gather data and analyse it. As the researcher is a 

research toot the description of his work which follows will be written in the first 

person whenever that assists clarity of expression. 

I was already a resident of the town of Wadeye when I undertook this study, having 

arrived in early 1990. I was a teacher at the school and, as a member of a Catholic 

Order of Religious Brothers, tended to be identified with the 'missionaries'. Both 

before and since the begirming of this study I took steps to "immerse" myself in the 

culture. I worked alongside many Kardu in the school, assistant teachers, literacy 

workers, teacher trainees and, lately, qualified teachers as they finished their 

training. 

I became involved with people outside the school. I was 'adopted' into the family of 

one of the school staff and began to learn how I was related to a large number of 

other people in the community. I accepted the behaviour patterns associated with 

these relationships, called people by the appropriate relationship term, avoided 

sisters and mothers in law, used sign of deference to brothers in law and so on. 

I spent much of my time with Kardu, going fishing and hunting, camping out bush 

on weekends and holidays, attending ceremonies where that was permitted, and 

listening to story telling and watching (I'm too unskilled to participate) card playing 

at night. I have been involved in family business such as dispute resolution and 

fiscal transactions. I drink regularly at the club with members of my family and 

participate in their activities there. 
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To this extent I have participated in the culture about which I wanted to make 

observations. However, in no way do I think that I am dose to thinking the way the 

Kardu do, nor that they think of me as one of them. I am aware and respectful, but 

largely uncomprehending, of the differences between us. More importantly, apart 

from a few members of my family who treat me as an equal, to most people in the 

town I am "Brother" which produces a pedestal status and great, if unwanted, 

deference. 

Observations here are taken to include actions, behaviours and any verbal texts in 

Murrinhpatha and English that are deemed relevant to the focus of the study. 

Records of observations of actions and behaviours, and short, usually informal and 

informally gathered, verbal texts in English and Murrinhpatha were recorded on a 

daily basis and dated in a diary. The actions, behaviours and short verbal texts were 

selected from among the innumerable instances that happen each day on the basis of 

their apparent relevance to the focus of the study. Initially this was on an 

indiscriminate basis; but as the analysis of data progressed and themes emerged, 

more attention was given to gaining data which would illuminate or eliminate the 

subject of a theme. 

Care was taken in making records of observations of actions and behaviours to 

describe the incident and not the observer's interpretation of the incident, for 

example, 
Parents invited to an open day at the Pre-school on Tuesday; 5 mothers , no fathers attended; number 
of children on the roll 56. 

Where interpretation seemed relevant, it was recorded as an 'interpretation', for 

example, 
saw 8 kids of school age heading for the barge landing after lunch;[ they didn't seem very worried that 
I saw them.] [ ] indicates interpretation 

Short verbal texts, usually in English but sometimes in Murrinhpatha and often 

about the Murrinhpatha language, were obtained from informal situations. 

Sometimes these were deliberately sought by the researcher to verify or cross check a 

particular point; on other occasions they came spontaneously from a conversation. 
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These were written down as soon as feasible after being heard and transcribed into 

the diary at a later time. 

More lengthy texts, in both languages, were a central part of the design. These were 

specifically sought and were recorded on audio tape. They were later transcribed, 

and if in Murrinhpatha translated and transcribed. A more detailed account of 

obtaining these texts and the methodological problems involved is given below. 

The general thrust of the design was to gather data, analyse it for language categories 

or semantic themes that the informants were using, and then pursue more data to 

generate more categories or themes or to illuminate those already identified. 

Prior to the commencement of the study, permission was sought from the 

Community Council to undertake the study and that permission (in writing) was 

granted. All informants were assured of anonymity in any ethnographic writing 

based on their replies. 

3.4.4 linguistic Investigation 

The gathering of language data is central and integral to the whole research design. 

Language was not regarded as the only means of expressing meaning; but it is the 

major one and is needed to interpret meaning expressed in other modes of 

expression, such as art or behaviour. As stated above, gathering language texts 

about aspects of the culture is regarded as part of the process of participant 

observation, and this includes texts that are specifically sought in interviews. The 

use of such texts obviously requires that the researcher also acquires knowledge 

about the particular language(s) and register(s) in which the texts are produced. 

As the teacher-linguist of the school, I began to learn the language and to learn about 

the language in my first year here. The latter was done fairly successfully partly by 

reading what had been written about it by non-Aboriginal linguists who had studied 
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it but mostly by constantly checking all our linguistic work with the Aboriginal 

literacy workers employed by the school and following a policy that all language 

decisions would b e  made by Aboriginal staff members. In learning the language I 

was not so successful. I would rate my proficiency level about 1 on a proficiency 

scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is the lower end. I can often pick up the gist of a conversation 

and formulate a few basic sentences to reply to (single sentence) enquires or 

statements directed at me. This is nowhere near the level of proficiency needed to 

analyse language texts gathered for the study. Initially therefore I decided to gather 

these texts from those Kardu who could, and were willing, to speak in English. 

Eventually this weakness in the design had to be addressed and I engaged the help 

of a very linguistically skilled Kardu who agreed to help because he was interested 

in the work, because in the Aboriginal way I am his father and because we are 

drinking mates. 

Texts were obtained, analysed, related to other observations and then used as a basis 

of deciding what further kinds of texts might be useful. A more detailed description 

of that process is provided in the account of the data gathering strategies given 

below in section 3.5. 

3.4.5 Analysis of Artifacts. 

It is accepted that artifacts are an important aspect of the cultural life of a group and 

that artifacts can express important ideas that are part of a culture, for example, 

tjurunga stones used by the Aboriginal people of Central Australia and their 

significance for the spiritual life of those people (Elkin, 1974: 47ff). However no 

artifacts which performed these functions in relation to the focus of this study could 

be identified. Artifacts that related to the school per se abound, for example, the 

school truck, computers, writing materials, books and a multitude more. But these 

did not seem important to or in general use in the community. Artifacts that had a 

general association with the community, for example rumthi 17U1rluk (English = 

didgeridoo) did not seem to be related to the operations of the school. As analysis of 
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other data proceeded, the possibility that this might be significant arose. It was 

further recognized that the above description was the researcher's interpretation of 

his observations. Checking of this analysis would not only support or disprove the 

interpretation, but would give the Kardus' perception of the artifacts reJevance and 

this is the object of the exercise. 

It  was decided to interview a number of people, asking them to name the artifacts 

(Murrinhpatha = nanthi ) that are important to daily life at Wadeye. When these had 

been listed, they were asked to name the ones they considered most important Then 

they were asked if they would find these in the school and if so, what they would be 

used for. Five men and seven women in four groups were involved in the responses. 

Interviews were done with groups of people, rather than with individuals, and were 

carried out by the researcher and the co-researcher. 

Previously collected data, both paintings and texts, were re-examined to identify any 

identification by informants of artifacts associated with the school. This was listed 

but considered inadequate, so another set of interviews was carried out. Groups of 

people were asked to name the artifacts that are important for the school to be able to 

do its job. When these were listed they were asked how they were used and in what 

way this was a help to the community. Interviews were carried out by the 

researcher, the co-researcher and myself. 

3.5 Data Gathering Strategies 

3.5.1 First Strategy Attempted - Consultation with Informants 

The first strategy attempted in collecting texts was to use the design which Spradley 

(1979) calls the "Developmental Research Method". This method entails getting 

informants to talk about a culture in their own terms and analysing the language/ 

register they use to describe the system of native categories and typologies used in 

the text. This is then used to explain and/ or translate the native understanding of 

the culture that is being studied. 
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This was attempted by the researcher with two potential informants using Englis� 

before it was abandoned as a strategy. 

The design assumes that the informant has a detailed knowledge of the culture and 

can articulate this knowledge, using his/ her own form of language/ register. 

He I she needed to b e  able to name and describe the people, places, artifacts, 

behaviours and processes that make up the cultural scene. Kardu informants chosen 

from outside the school staff were unable to do this about the school and schooling; 

they had no such detailed knowledge about the school. They did have that kind of 

detailed knowledge about other aspects of the culture but it would have been 

necessary to study the whole culture this way and then extract those elements that 

applied to school. 1bis would have been a lengthy process and quite beyond the 

resources of the researcher. Hence this method proved inappropriate to the needs of 

the study. 

The limited amount of data collected indicated that adult Kardu who are not 

employed at the school have a limited knowledge of the workings of the school 

process, though they were able to identify most of the personnel who work there. 

Informants were quite surprised that they would be asked about the workings of the 

school, indicating that such matters were not their business, for example: 

Researcher: What would (informant's daughter's name) be doing at school today? 

Informant: I don't know; I'm not the teacher. 

It became apparent that many ideas expressed were based on the informants' 

personal experiences as a child at school rather than any current contact. Many did 

flow from experiences with the school after the informant had left school and at the 

present time. However the source of perception is largely incidental to the idea itself 

and the study is primarily concerned with gaining an expression of ideas. 
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3.5.2 Second Strategy - Use of Paintings to Formulate & Express Ideas 

A second strategy was devised to attempt to get Kardu informants to express their 

ideas about school. This strategy focused on the difficulty of getting people to 

become conscious of their perceptions and to formulate those ideas and express 

them. 

As stated in Chapter 2, a group of Pintupi Aboriginal people decided to present their 

ideas about Western style education and curriculum development to a curriculum 

conference by means of a painting. In discussing this with a person who was at the 

conference, he told me that the group had spent a lot of time talking about and 

formulating their ideas before doing the painting. In other words the painting was 

only the medium of expressing their ideas. However it seemed possible that the 

work of painting might become a means of helping informants formulate their ideas 

as well as a means of expressing them. 

A leading artist was approached and asked to undertake the commission of 

producing a painting which showed what the school meant for the community. He 

agreed, very doubtfully. Over the next few months he returned many times to ask 

what it was I wanted and it appeared (to me) that he was struggling with content. 

Finally some months later he brought along the painting shown in Figure 5.1 and 

was interviewed on tape about the ideas the painting expressed. There was 

sufficient relevant material in the painting to pursue this line of investigation. 

A list of potential informants who could paint was drawn up. Of a male population 

of 150 (see population pyramid on page 6 ) between the ages of 25 and 50, over 50 are 

artists who regularly sell art works through the Wad eye Arts and Crafts Association, 

an artists' co-operative in the town. Hence the use of artists as informants has little 

bias in terms of reflecting the composition of the group. The list of potential 

informants was drawn up so as to ensure that there was a spread across all language 

groups, most clans and the age group 25 to 50. Few men in the over 50 age group 
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continue to work as painters. Painting is regarded as men's business and not 

women's business. Women do various kinds of craft work and some have done 

landscape paintings but they do not do traditional painting. 

Nine paintings were completed and this represented about half the number of 

people approached . Each of these explained on audio tape the message, story or 

meaning that was intended in the painting. This explanation often led into a 

discussion of aspects of Western style education not covered in the painting and so 

some valuable texts were gathered. These texts were gathered in English. Analysis 

of native terminology and typologies was pursued to a limited extent. The analysis 

now concentrated on issues or topics that appeared across a number of painting I text 

units of data. 

The painting and interview collection proceeded over many months between early 

1993 and 1994, and the analysis continued throughout this period. As the analysis 

proceeded, what was to become a central methodological problem began to emerge. 

Analysis made it increasingly obvious that there was nothing negative or critical 

about the school in the data. Description and opinion presented everything about 

the school as wonderful, for example, "The school always right. Right to teach the 

childr� everything right for to make them children learn everything". 

Conscious of this unusually positive bias, specific efforts were made to address it. 

Two artists were approached to paint a picture, one because he was known as a very 

straightforward person and the other who had publicly criticized other non

Aboriginal dominated institutions in the town. Both said, "Yes," initially but proved 

difficult to track down. 

Finally the straightforward one sat down with me to talk about i� was assured of 

confidentiality and anonymity but indicated that he was unwilling. What he actually 

said was, "You can't put that (ideas) out there (points to the canvas). Once it's there 
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it's there for everybody to see." This was interpreted to me� correctly as later 

checking established, that his ideas would present a more critical picture and this 

could cause controversy. Such an outcome was to be avoided. It should be noted 

that there the conversation finished; he never actually said "No, I don't wish to do 

it." Importantly this conversation indicates that he did have some negative ideas 

about the school but deemed it inappropriate to express them. 

The other person never actually said "no" either, although he carne close to it. What 

he said also gave an important clue for further development of the methodology. At 

one stage he asked if a certain man, his father ('uncle' in the European kinship 

system) had painted a painting. When this was affirmed he said, "Well that's OK 

then. You got enough from us." Although he said, as the conversation proceeded, 

that he was willing to paint another picture from his mob, this was never done. A 

string of excuses or failure to be present at prearranged appointments to begin or 

further the work was taken as the polite way of saying "no", without a direct refusal. 

Harris (1977) has reported the sociolinguistic rule among the Yolngu Aboriginal 

people of Milingimbi of a general avoidance of statements which express 

descriptions or opinions which can be interpreted as negative by the hearers. This is 

not to say that such statements do not occur but that there is a general attitude of 

restricting the use of such statements to a very narrow range of situations in which 

they may be used. Eades (1982) among the Aboriginal people of South East 

Queensland, Sansom (1980) among Aboriginal fringe dwellers in the Top End of the 

Northern Territory and Malcolm (1982) among Aboriginal school children in 

Western Australia report similar patterns. As Harris (1977 23) also points out, this is 

not necessarily generalizible to Aborigines in other areas. However, though this was 

not an aim of this study, significant evidence emerged that this is a very important 

rule in the community at the present time. The extent to which this sociolinguistic 

rule was used by the I<ardu in the past is a moot point but it is certainly in use today. 

And this is plausible in a community composed of diverse groups to whom the law 
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of pay-back is a prominent feature of their lives, yet who have to co-exist with 

groups that have been traditional enemies for longer than anyone living can 

remember. It is more plausible still in the context of interactions ·with the white 

non-Aborigines who did not understand the conventions of communication of the 

group and used aggression in the speech area in ways that were quite foreign to the 

Kardu (see Pye, 1972 for examples). 

Thus the approach of Kardu informants to automatically filter out statements of any 

perceptions of school that the informant regards as offensive either to other Kardu 

groups in the town or to the Non-Aborigines who run the school is a significant 

methodological problem. 

There is also the important clue provided by the second non-contributor mentioned 

above. For Kardu, knowledge and opinion is not necessarily viewed as an 

individual phenomenon, at least at the expressed level. There is a collective 

consensual dimension to it that is quite dilferent from the way non-Aboriginals view 

it. Harris {1992), Von Sturmer (1981) and others report the emphasis Aboriginal 

groups place on loyalty to the group and the effects that this can have on 

communication patterns; Harris (1992) reports examples of the same individual 

giving contradictory opinions about the same issue because of his/her membership 

of two different groups at the time of expressing the opinion. 

As stated above, relevant and useful texts were gained from this strategy and were 

analysed mainly according to themes on issues. It was intended to go back to the 

same informants and to try to gain texts that allowed greater in-depth analysis of the 

issues which had been identified so far. This called for a variation in the strategy, 

but as things turned out, it resulted in adopting a virtually new strategy. 
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3.5.3 Third Strategy - Use of a Co-researcher 

At this stage it was decided to seek the help of a co-researcher. The limitations of 

using English as the medium of discussion and the sociolinguistic problems of 

conflict-avoiding modes of expression could be addressed by working with a native 

speaker, who hopefully might know ways around the sociolinguistic problems. 

I approached a friend and relation with whom I had worked closely as a Batchelor 

College student. I outlined my methodological approach and asked him if he was 

interested in helping. He declined for various reasons which were accepted on face 

value. But in the conversation he pointed out that my strategy was flawed. "You 

can't do that (go back and try to gain fuller information from the same informants 

from whom the issues were derived), cuz. They'll only think 'What's this bloke 

trying to get us to say?' So you'll be buggered up, cuz." I thought this good advice 

and accepted it. 

I later approached a person who was to become my co-researcher. I explained to 

him the problem , as I saw, it of not being able to talk to people because they saw me 

as a whitefella and missionary and therefore not prepared to be critical of anything 

to do with the school. He confirmed this perception but went on to add another 

sociolinguistic dimension when he said, "Also they'll be thinking, 'What's he gonna 

do with these stories?' 'How come he wants to know this stuff?' ." 

We agreed that he would become the co-researcher, undertaking most of the 

interviewing. We agreed that such interviews would be done in Murrinhpatha, that 

they would be audio taped, that I would transcribe and type them, that he would 

translate them into English and I type the translation. All interview material would 

be the property of both of us to use for our studies. Where possible interviews 

would be organized so as to provide data to serve the interests of both of our studies. 

As far as possible interviews would be with groups of people rather than 

individuals, though, when he advised it, interviews of individuals would be 
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undertaken to gain certain kinds of information. Interviews would aim at getting 

people to tell stories rather than providing short abstract answers. 

These interviews were conducted wherever informants could be found. Five groups 

of women were interviewed at the Women's Centre on different topics on different 

days. Three groups of men were interviewed at various places in the town as they 

sat around enjoying the sun. The groups of men tended to be senior men. The 

groups of women interviewed were usually composed of middle-aged women with 

some senior women present. 

Senior Kardu are those in the 45 to 55+ age group who are the elders of their clans; 

sometimes younger men have this status if there are no older men still alive and 

active in clan affairs. Middle-aged Kardu are mature adults in the 35 to 45 age 

group, invariably married and heads of their own families. Young married adults 

are in the 20 to 35 age group, live with their spouse in either their parents' or their 

spouse's parents' house. 

Data was collected from Kardu from both genders and all adult age groups through 

informal conversations and through individual interviews of people who were 

thought to have relevant information on a key issue, for example, two senior 

Murrinhpatha speaking men, were interviewed for data on aspects of the 

Murrinhpatha language. 

3.6 Analysis 

The data was analysed in three separate strategies. 

Documents accessed were analysed for content that related to what had been written 

about the opinions that the Kardu have expressed about the school over the sixty 

years of the township's existence and the extent of their active participation in the 

processes of schooling during that period. The analysis also sought to establish the 
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nature and extent of any consultation that went on between the community and the 

relevant authorities concerning school and schooling and the nature and extent of 

Kardu adults' involvement in the formal education process. This information is 

recorded in Chapter 4. 

The second analytical strategy sought to use language structure to tap into the 

meanings the Kardu associate with the term 'school'. It also sought to use artifacts 

used in the community and the ideational associations attached thereto to shed 

further light on the Kardu way of thinking about 'school'. This information is 

recorded in Chapter 5. 

Finally all the data from texts, paintings and observations was reviewed to identify 

issues related to school-based education that the Kardu themselves thought 

important in some way. Consideration was also given to issues that affected the 

community but which did not seem related to the operation of the school. These 

issues were then used to try to identify the perceptions of the Kardu and how these 

related to the overall cultural context of the community. This information is 

recorded in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ETHNOHISTORICAL ANALYSIS 

Heath (1982: 36) states that "For any particular social group studied, ethnographers 

can attempt to relate the origins and history of the group through time to consider 

the social past as well as the social present." Much of the origins and the history of 

formal education of this group, the Kardu of Wadeye, has been related in the 

Introduction. The focus of this study, the perceptions of the Kardu of formal 

education, was pursued through the literature and whatever documentary material 

that could be accessed. 

An extensive review of what had been written about Western style school-based 

education as it applied to the Wadeye area was conducted. This review focused 

_particularly on what had been written about the opinions that the Kardu have 

expressed about the school over the sixty years of the township's existence and the 

extent of their active participation in the processes of schooling during that period. It 

also sought to establish the nature and extent of any consultation that went on 

between the community and the relevant authorities concerning school and 

schooling and the nature and extent of Kardu adults' involvement in the formal 

education process. 

Nearly all of this material has been written by non-Aborigines and therefore is based 

on their perceptions. The material is used, however, to present non-Aboriginal 

perceptions only in as much as they help clarify the ideas or feelings that the Kardu 

have held over this period of time. In certain sections of the analysis, the written 

material has been supplemented by the use of anecdotal data and data from 

observations. 
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4.1 Anthropological Studies 

Wadeye appears to be one of the least studied communities of Aborigines in 

Australia, especially in regard to education. As a group of people who have only 

recently (within the last 60 years) given up a totally traditional way of life, most 

studies have been conducted by anthropologists. 

W. E. H. Stanner was the first to do so and although he studied many aspects of 

social life among the people he called the 'Murinbata', for example, kinship and 

totemism (Stanner, 1936), and refers to the Murinbata in more general studies of the 

area, for example, ceremonial economics (Stanner, 1934), he does not refer to 

education, indigenous or introduced, in any of his published material. 

While Stanner was present at the actual birth of the mission, Ronald and Catherine 

Berndt were present for its early childhood. They did fieldwork here in the early 

1950s, some 10 to 12 years after the introduction of Western style education. 

However, they spent insufficient time at Port Keats to adequately study this aspect of 

the community (personal communication from Catherine Berndt, 24.4. 94) and 

published nothing on this topic. 

4.2 Records in the Mission Period (1935 - 1975) 

There appear to be in existence diaries of individual missionaries who were at Port 

Keats during the last sixty years; and there would have been chronicles kept by the 

Order of the Missionary Priests who set up the mission and by the Sisters who set up 

the schooL These are not available to the public. Information from one of the Sisters 

who came with the original party of Sisters in 1943, who spent a total of fifteen years 

teaching here and who still lives in the town, indicates that nothing in the way of 

school reports was required by the Order in the early days. The first official reports 

written about the school were either from Inspectors of the Department of Native 

Welfare as part of their reporting on the Mission as a whole or from the reports 
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submitted by the mission itself as part of their accountability for government funds 

received to support the mission. 

Reports by both mission personnel and Government personnel deal with formal 

education as one part of the whole mission enterprise. Reports by mission staff are 

exemplified by that produced for 1939 which report on education thus, 

Education:- 1 Ordinary school work and religious instruction daily. 
2 Farm work. 
3 Instruction in erecting huts. 
4Sawmilling 
5 General cleanliness around the camps. (Docherty, 1939.) 

Such reports give little indication of the Missionaries' perceptions of the reasons for 

education and certainly give no indication of what the local people thought or felt 

about such education. 

More detailed information is provided by the Reports written after periodic 

inspections by Officers of the Native Affairs branch of the Northern Territory 

Administration of the Commonwealth Government. For example, the report of an 

-inspection carried out in 1950 gives details of the accommodation set up of the 

dormitories, the feeding of the 81 children who were "inmates" of the dormitories, 

the staffing arrangements and curriculum of the primary school, the religious 

education provided for both children and adults and the range of adult or 

"advanced" education pursued including agriculture, animal husbandry, saw

milling, domestic skills, hygiene and arts and crafts. The aims of the mission are 

quoted from a statement of Mission Policy to be, 

1 .  To obtain control of and train the children through the dormitories. 
2. When the children are baptised to purchase the complete marriage rights of the girls 
and the boys from the parents and guardians (to stamp out polygamy). 
3. To christianise the children. 
4. To raise the standard of living of the people through the development of agricultural 
and stock activities. (Sweeney, 1951: 10) 

Obviously the school and the dormitory system were an essential part of the strategy 

to achieve these aims. But what the Kardu felt and thought about such aims or the 

processes to achieve them is not recorded. There is no mention of any action by 
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either the inspecting officer or the mission staff to ascertain the views of the people 

for whom this system is being put in place. Nor is there any indication that any of 

these authorities sought to interpret the behaviours of the Kardu in terms of any 

opinions they might have on the systems of education that were being introduced 

and pursued. Indeed such behaviours are not mentioned; throughout these reports, 

the "natives" are not described as people but as recipients, or objects, of mission and 

government materials and behaviours. 

The only report of those written between 1935 and 1970 that describes the Kardu as 

people is that written by one of the nuns who was in charge of the clinic. It is a hand 

written document dated July 1967 with no title and no addressee and authored by 

Sister Thomas Mary. Amongst descriptions of many aspects of the life of the Kardu 

that impinged on this person's life, she reports difficulty in training local Aborigines 

as "nurses and orderlies" as "no one got past Grade 1bree level at school, even if 

they left at 16 (years of age)". After she initiated basic English and maths classes for 

her para-medical staff after the morning clinic, she was requested by other young 

men to allow them to join the class. She initiated a night class for them and ended up 

with a group of twenty (16 - 24 year olds) eagerly seeking instruction. This 1969 

statement is the first documentary evidence that indicates anything about the 

interest, or lack of it, in Western style education expressed by the Kardu themselves. 

It is not surprising that the official reports of the mission staff and government 

officers would pay little attention to the views of the Kardu. This was the age of 

Protection (to about 1950) and then Assimilation (approximately 1950 to 1970). The 

Kardu were there to be changed in ways that accorded with the religious and social 

policies of the mission and the government. Choices made on the basis of opinions 

held by the subjects was not part of the thinking of either of the two institutions that 

exercised authority at Port Keats. But that the Kardu did have opinions and that 

some of them were favourable and led to actions on their part which expressed those 

opinions is illustrated in the case of the group that sought adult night classes. There 
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undoubtedly were other opinions; they may have been favourable, unfavourable or 

indifferent; whatever they were they were not documented, if indeed they were ever 

expressed to the non-Aborigines. 

4.3 Official School Reports (1976 to 1993) 

For the Wadeye community, the advent of bilingual education in 1976 was followed 

by the Northern Territory Government's taking control of public education from the 

Commonwealth in 1979. During the bilingual period beginning in the late 1970s, 

reports were required by government authorities as part of the process of 

accreditation as an official bilingual school, and bilingual specialist staff, for 

example, the Teacher Linguist, were required to write annual reports on their 

activities. 

The earliest report in the bilingual history of the school was a report presented by the 

school to the Bilingual Consultative Committee of the Northern Territory 

Department of Education in 1979. It appears to have been prepared by the principal 

(though this is not certain) using teachers comments, both Aboriginal and non

Aboriginal, to answer various questions posed by the committee. These answers by 

Aboriginal staff in this document are the first written evidence of any Kardu being 

asked for, and giving, opinions about any aspect of the schooling process. 

Aboriginal staff members express appreciation for the action of the European 

teachers in learning about their language and in working with the Aboriginal staff in 

teaching English to the children (Northern Territory Department of Education, 1979: 

71). Despite such comments the Principal concludes the report with the somewhat 

ambiguous statement that the women of the Aboriginal staff ''believe in bilingual 

education but are still not fully convinced"; male members of the Aboriginal staff, 

who numbered 7 of a total of 25 (personal communication from a member of the staff 

at that time) were not mentioned. The community's attitude is described by the 

principal as "indifferent, but this feeling is about the school in general, not just about 

Bilingual Education" (Northern Territory Department of Education, 1979: 74). 
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Unfortunately there is no indication how this assessment of the community's 

attitudes was arrived at. 

Annual reports were submitted by specialist staff in 1979, 1984, 1985, and 1989 by 

four different Teacher Linguists and in 1990, 1991 (and 1992 and 1993 which are 

currently unpublished) by the present incumbent. The first four reports make only 

brief mention of ideas and opinions coming from Kardu about the program, or any 

other aspect of the school. For example, the 1979 Report states that the "area of early 

childhood education needs to be looked at with the Aboriginal people" (Northern 

Territory Department of Education, 1980: 18); but it does not say if this kind of 

consultation has taken place in work done on the bilingual program up to that stage. 

The 1984 Report records the use of 'Learning Together' sessions and parent-teacher 

discussions about children's attendance and progress (Northern Territory 

Department of Education, 1985: 18,19); unfortunately it does not record any 

expressions of ideas from these activities. 

Later Reports by non-Aboriginal specialist staff are no more forthcoming on 

expressions of community perceptions about formal education than the earlier ones. 

It was not until 1991 that reports by Aboriginal Literacy Workers of the Wadeye 

school were included in the published Reports and these tended to be descriptive of 

the activities they had been involved in rather than what they thought about, 

approved or disapproved of in the bilingual program. 

This is not to say that the views of the Kardu were not sought about various aspects 

of the program; they almost certainly were as part of the development of the 

program. But the extent to which they were and the extent to which these ideas were 

used is not recorded in these Reports, which are the semi-official history of the 

development of the bilingual education program. 
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The first of the bilingual accreditation reports was produced by the school in 1987 as 

part of the process of becoming fully accredited as a bilingual schooL Hence the 

focus of the report was on the bilingual nature of the schooL Specific sections were 

devoted to, "Benefits Derived by the Community" (section 3.2.2) and "Community 

Awareness and Support" (section 3.2.3). The data was gathered from a series of 

meetings, interviews and discussions with school staff (whether Aboriginal only or 

not is not specified), parents and community members (O.L.S.H. School, 1987: 16). 

These revolved around a series of six general questions posed in very technical level 

of 'educational' jargon, for example, "2. What do you see as the strengths and 

weaknesses of bilingual education?" The conclusions reached are somewhat 

ambivalent, indicating that complete support was not received, for example, "Most 

of the council elders thought the program was a good idea" (O.L.S.H. School, 1987: 

19). 

The report then goes on to give quotations of responses to support its conclusions. 

These quotations also imply that the lack of total support from the community could 

be due not so much to opposition but a lack of interest, for example, "I don't think 

that a lot of parents are particularly perturbed about education. They don't seem to 

be particular about whether the kids get an education" (O.L.S.H. School, 1987: 19). 

The register of the language used in this response would indicate that the speaker is 

not an Aboriginal person. This indicates that that report relies, at least in part, on 

non-Aboriginal responses; it also indicates that these responses are based on the 

respondee's opinion or interpretation of his/her observations rather than what 

he/ she has been told by local Aborigines, that is, "they don't seem" rather than "they 

have told me". 

The 1993 Report to the Bilingual Reaccreditation Committee (O.L.S.H., 1993) also 

contains a chapter on "Community Involvement". This report was written by a 

group of the senior teachers of the school staff at that time. Each was responsible for 

the preparation of one or two of the nine chapters and this was then presented to the 
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whole group for discussion and editing. There were no Aborigines in the group. 

The chapter on "Community Involvement'' seems to rely on three sources of data: 

actions by members of the community, for example, visits by parents to the school, 

accompanying children on excursions and conducting culture lessons. All are 

interpreted as support for the bilingual program and the school in general. 

Oral/ written data was obtained from three main sources: the local Aboriginal 

Student Support and Parents Association (ASSP A) committee, Aboriginal staff 

meetings and the Kardu Numida (Community Government) Council. Again there 

was no systematic collection of data, and interpretation of the data appears to be on 

the basis of teachers' personal perceptions rather than any objective system. 

A review of the files of the Northern Territory Department of Education from 1978, 

when upon self-government, that body took responsibility for the Wadeye school, to 

the present revealed a number of pieces of information pertinent to this study. 

Moves to introduce bilingual education into the school began in 1974 under the old 

Commonwealth Department of Education & Science. A Report from the Principal 

Education Adviser (Bilingual) indicated that he had had discussions with the 

Aboriginal teachers on the staff and with the Community Council. A letter from that 

Council dated May 1975 resulted from those consultations and requested the 

Department " for any assistance to help introduce the teaching of Murrinhpatha 

(language)". After this time there is little mention of consultation with the 

community. For example, a letter dated September 1980 advises the school that one 

of the purposes of a visit by a bilingual education adviser is to speak to the women in 

the community about the bilingual program; but the adviser's subsequent report to 

the Department does not mention any meeting with Aboriginal women, or men or 

staff or any Kardu at all. After that there was only one direct reference to the 

opinions of the local people and that was in the context of the whole community 

being consulted by the Northern Territory Government after a violent local 

disturbance in 1988. 
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But indirectly these files also shed light on some important issues, namely, adult 

education and the training of Aboriginal teachers, and this will be referred to when 

these issues are dealt with below. 

4.4 News Media 

While formal published studies of the people of Wadeye are few, newspaper reports 

abound. But few of these deal with the educational aspects of the community. An 

article appeared in the Catholic Leader (8.12.85) on the occasion of the 50th 

Anniversary of the founding of the mission, written by the then Principal of the 

school, Mr. G. McCormack. It was a very descriptive article dealing with the plant, 

policies and hopes of the school but did not deal with the views of the local people at 

all. A series of articles about the Wadeye community was written by Rodney 

Hughes and appeared in the NT News on 13th September 1989, several months after 

a violent disturbance had taken place there, and two articles on education were 

included. One, 'School helps bind local community' discussed the role of the school 

in supporting the community and highlighted the school's response to requests for 

traditional skills to be taught in the school and the participation of community 

members as a means of achieving this. The source of the information was the 

Principal. No Aborigines were interviewed. The other article 'Program breaks down 

language barrier' was a description of the Literacy Production Centre and the 

Remote Area Teacher Education program. It similarly contained no expression of 

Kardu opinion or attitude made by the Kardu themselves. 

4.5 Developments in Aboriginalization of the School 

Since 1972, the school and its administrative overseers, the Catholic Education Office 

and appropriate government departments, mainly the Northern Territory 

Department of Education, have subscribed to the policy of self-determination and 

self-management initiated from the Whitlam era. The process of achieving these 

policy goals has more recently been referred to as 'Aboriginalization' of the school. 
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Various published and unpublished documents refer to significant issues that have 

been important aspects of the process of Aboriginalization. 

4.5.1 Adult Education 

Since the inception of the mission at Port Keats, the education of adults has been an 

important aspect of the non-Aboriginal presence in the community. Reports referred 

to in Section 4.2 above describe some of the educational activities involving adult 

Kardu. The manuscript of Sister Thomas Mary cited above related how some of the 

young Kardu eagerly sought night classes to develop their English and maths skills. 

However, all these educational activities were outside the normal operations of the 

school, which was usually referred to as a primary school to distinguish the work 

done there with children from that done elsewhere with adults. 

The school appears to have become involved in adult education by the late 1960s. 

There are documents in the Education Department files claiming money from the old 

Native Welfare Department to pay a large number of part-time Kardu and non

Aboriginal instructors who were conducting classes in traditional and non

traditional crafts, work orientated skills, for example typing, and so on. However i t  

is not clear whether these classes were conducted for the adults of the community or 

the older teenagers still at school. It is clear that many Kardu were willing to be 

involved in the teaching process and pass on both traditional and non-traditional 

skills to other Kardu through school classes. These classes ceased some time after the 

Commonwealth handover to the Territory Government in 1978, when funds were 

withdrawn. 

Efforts to get adult education as part of the school process resulted in a visit by the 

Principal Education Adviser (Aboriginal Adult Education) in 1976. His report to the 

Department claims that he proposed an extensive adult education program to the 

community, but that "the people showed no interest." He did not indicate what 

processes he used to put his proposal to the community or how he arrived at his 
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assessment of a lack of interest. His assessment appears to be at variance with the 

earlier expression of interest in adult classes outlined above by Sister Thomas Mary. 

However, a letter from the principal at that time expresses the hope that an Adult 

Educator would be appointed for the following year, 1977. In fact only a part-time 

teacher (10 hours per week) was appointed for Semester Two of that year and not 

subsequently reappointed. After many submissions to the Department, approval 

was given for such a position for 1985. These submissions make no mention of any 

consultation with the community about their wishes with regard to adult education. 

In September 1986 a group of concerned staff put a submission to the principal, the 

same person who in 1977 was eagerly seeking the establishment of an Adult 

Educator position. (A copy of this submission and the principal's reply was obtained 

from one of the teachers involved.) Arguing that "adults here are capable of 

determining educational process for themselves and their children and that they 

have the potential within themselves to be able to do this" and that there was a need 

for "education towards the changing of power roles" if the community was to 

become self-managing and less dependent on outside expertise, they suggested a 

structure where the Adult Educator and an Aboriginal assistant would develop 

courses in the areas of trade skills, literacy and numeracy and other community

perceived needs by means of negotiating with the community on what they (the 

community) saw as needed and/ or important. This brought a hostile reply from the 

principal who challenged the assertion that the adults had the capabilities to 

determine educational processes for their children, and that there was a need for 

training in exercising power roles. One of his arguments was that "adult education 

programmes focus too much on groups of people so that areas of greater need miss 

out''. How these "areas of greater need" are identified is not canvassed. He makes it 

plain that any Adult Educator appointed will be answerable to the principal and not 

the community. He then stated that he did not plan to fill the position as "adult 
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education is not the top priority". Obviously the community had no say in 

determining what the priorities in the school would be. 

An Adult Educator was appointed in 1989 when a new principal came into office. 

But as far as can be ascertained this was done on a purely administrative basis and 

not in response to any request from the Kardu. In general, Adult Educators at 

Wadeye since 1989 have done what was suggested in the concerned staff suggestion 

in 1986 and developed courses in consultation with the community and their 

expression of perceived needs. 

4.5.2 Teacher Training 

Most of the emphasis in Aboriginalization of schools in the Northern Territory has 

been on the preparation of Aborigines as classroom teachers and school 

administrators. 

Prior to the Aboriginalization phase of policy, which began semi-officially in the mid 

1980s, Aborigines were initially employed in the schools as teachers' aides. From the 

mid-1970s, under the influence of team-teaching in the bilingual program, they took 

on teaching roles and were called ' Assistant Teachers.' Courses for their training 

began properly in 1968 when the first full time course of Aboriginal teacher training 

was begun at Konnilda College at Berrimah (Morgan, 1988: 6). Several Kardu 

participated in these courses and did not do very well. Some of the younger Kardu 

who are now qualified teachers have expressed annoyance about this failure and 

attribute it to a lack of support from the school authorities; they expressed the view, 

during interviews for this study, that those people would have qualified and the 

school staff would be in a more advanced state of Aboriginalization now if the 

students of those years had been given more support ''The school didn't support the 

first Teacher Ed students doing the course at Konnilda. If they did we would have 

had people like B (name), C and M be fully qualified now." 
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The introduction of the bilingual program in the Northern Territory in 1973 

highlighted the need for Aboriginal staff and provided impetus to the establishment 

of Batchelor College and its teaching preparation programs (Morgan, 1988: 7). These 

initially required full-time attendance at the College in the town of Batchelor. 

Several Kardu men undertook such courses. Some failed to complete the first year of 

the course because they found it too difficult to be away from their home 

communities. Some stayed and completed Stage One of the course but were 

unwilling to return to pursue Stages Two and lbree because of the required absence 

from their community. This was a problem common to most Aboriginal 

communities in the Territory (Morgan, 1988: 6). 

By 1976 the concept of RATE (Remote Area Teacher Education) for Stage One had 

been developed and instituted at Batchelor College (Morgan, 1988: 11).  This 

structure allowed students to undertake teacher education while remaining in their 

own communities but attending Batchelor College for short intensive workshops. 

Such a system required a qualified person on site in the community to co-ordinate 

the program and conduct parts of it. Records reveal that the school and CEO 

(Catholic Education Office) began requesting such a program for Port Keats in 1978; 

they were given approval in principle by the Education Department but were not 

given any extra staff allocation to conduct the course. 

In 1980, advisers from the bilingual program were urging the school to begin an on

site teacher education program but it was not until 1984 that the school made one of 

its staff available to conduct the course and to work with the Batchelor College staff 

to begin a RATE program. When it did begin, seventeen Kardu enrolled in the 

course, showing their interest and desire to be involved in the running of the school. 

Again there is no record of the Kardu being consulted as to their wishes about on-site 

teacher education, nor is there any indication that they actively sought a particular 

policy or action from the school authorities. They seem to passively accept whatever 
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is given in the way of educational policy and react retrospectively to actions which 

have their approval. 

4.5.3 Kardu Participation in Policy Development and Decision Making 

Aboriginal Education Policy 

The school at Wadeye, under the umbrella of the policy of the Catholic Education 

Office, has a commitment to Aboriginalization as set out in the Natiorull Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander Education Policy (D.E.E.T., 1989) (hereafter referred to as 

AEP). The Catholic Education Office's strategic plan for the 1990 -1992 triennium 

(C.E.O., 1989) makes specific commitments to pursuing policy goals of the AEP 

which involve the community in decision making and policy formation processes. 

Specific strategies are outlined (C.E.O., 1989) for each of the goals of the A.E.P. The 

goal of establishing, 

effective arrangements for the participation of Aboriginal parents and community 
members in decisions regarding the planning, delivery and evaluation of pre-school, 
primary and secondary education services for their children (D.E.E.T., 1989: 14) 

_is addressed by a commitment to seeking the community's response to the idea of 

establishing a School Board (C.E.O., 1989: 5). At the present time there is no such 

body because it was decided to use ASSPA committees as the consultative group to 

have input into school decision making. 

The goal of establishing, 

effective arrangements for the participation of Aboriginal students and community 
members in decisions regarding the planning, delivery and evaluation of post school 
education services, including technical and further education colleges and higher 
education institutions (D.E.E.T., 1989: 14) 

is addressed by a commitment to applying for status as a Community Education 

Centre (C.E.O., 1989: 7). There is no statement on how this will involve students and 

community leaders in decision making. 

The goal of providing, 

education and t raining services to develop the skills of Aboriginal people to 
participate in educational decision making (D.E.E.T., 1989: 14) 
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is addressed by a renewed commitment to the formation of School Boards and the 

development of courses for parents and community leaders to develop further skills 

to operate as decision makers (C.E.O., 1989: 8). At the present time the C.E.O. has in 

train the running of short courses for ASSPA committee members and any interested 

community members. 

The goal of providing, 

independent advice from Aboriginal communities regarding educational decisions at 
regional level (D.E.E.T., 1989: 14) 

is addressed by a renewed commitment to use existing structures such as 

Community Councils, Land Councils, et cetera, for input. This does not appear to 

have been pursued and instead the Catholic Education Aboriginal Advisory Council 

has been set up for the Northern Territory and is only in its initial stages. One Kardu 

community leader has been appointed to the Catholic Education Council of the 

Northern Terri tory 

School Vision Statement 

_ In  1989 the school itself undertook to produce a vision statement. This was done by 

involving all staff members, Kardu and non-Aboriginal, in the process of 

formulating this statement. There was an expectation that the Kardu members of 

staff would contribute in ways that reflected the thinking of the wider Kardu 

community. Kardu staff members spoke strongly at meetings, particularly on 

sections marked below with an asterisk. 

The statement produced was as follows, 
O.L.S.H. SCHOOL, PORT KEATS 

VISION SfATEMENT 
O.L.S.H SCHOOL, PORT KEATS, IS AN ABORIGINAL CATHOLIC SCHOOL 
WHICH ALWAYS WORKS TOWARDS EDUCATING THE WHOLE PERSON, 
BOTH Cl-ULDREN AND ADULTS. 

Health, happiness and pride in ourselves is most important. 

We recognise that we are all different and yet all a special part of God's creation. 

AU teachers should work towards Aboriginal teachers running the school. * 

Children learn in two languages and through two cultures. * 
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Education should help children learn to cope with their lives both here in Port Keats 
and elsewhere. * 

--

We recognise the importance of traditional Aboriginal learning. * 

By learning in their own language children become proud of themselves. • 

Teachers should have the chance to continue learning. 

A happy and helpful staff make a happy school. 

The school, community and parish must work together. 

We should always look at these things to help us teach the children at Port Keats. 

Kardu staff emphasised that they wanted the operation of the school and teaching in 

the school to be done in ways that respected the old traditions, especially respect for 

elders and the observance of kin relationships. Hence this Vision Statement is the 

first reasonably clear documentation of Kardu opinion about schooling, 45 years 

after the founding of the school. 

4.6 Conclusion 

This analysis has concentrated on what is largely not there. It has demonstrated that, 

prior to the late 1970s, very little has been written, and presumably very little been 

investigated, on the opinions of the Kardu with respect to the system of school-based 

education introduced to their community . The advent of bilingual education and 

Aboriginalization within a policy of self-determination and self-management has 

brought more involvement of the Kardu in the operations of the school. But these 

operations appear to be largely initiated by forces outside of the community and 

structures and opportunities for the Kardu to express opinions, ideas and feelings 

about the school and schooling remain limited. 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTUALIZATION OF 'SCHOOL' 

The purpose of this analysis is to examine the basis of Kardu thinking about Western 

style education as it is presented to them in the school in their town. This Chapter 

will focus on how 'school' is conceptualized and the characteristics of the 

conceptualization, which are basic to an understanding of the Kardus' perception of 

formal education. 

Two processes of analysis were used. The first sought to use language structure to 

tap into the meanings the Kardu associate with the term 'school', or in Murrinhpatha 

'kurl'. The other sought to use artifacts used in the community and the ideational 

associations attached thereto to shed further light on their way of thinking about 

'school'. It should be remembered that the focus of study is not the language itself or 

the artifacts themselves, but what they can explicate about the meanings that Kardu 

hold. 

5.1 Analysis of Language Material (supported by data from paintings) 

Aboriginal languages and thinking are noted for the heavy emphasis they place on 

the concrete, which Bain & Sayers (1990: 4) describe as the level of thought and 

language that is tied directly to perceived reality, for example, dogs, people, heavy. 

Bain & Sayers (1990: 4) go on to categorize two levels of abstraction. The first 

involves thinking and language about phenomena not directly available to the senses 

but still directly related to reality (Bain & Sayers 1990: 4), for example, mother and 

daughter, weight and generalized groups such as animals, weapons, et cetera. Thus it 

is a fallacy to ascribe to these languages no ability to generalize or abstract at this 
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first level. The Murrinhpatha language uses a system of noun classes which not only 

classifies words but allows generalization and something approaching the \\'estern 

notion of abstraction. 

There are ten noun classes in the Murrinhpatha language and each class has an 

indicator word to identify it, for example, ku indicates the class of all words that 

identify: animals, (for example ku tek, = the/ a red tailed black cockatoo); useable 

animal products, such as meat, feathers and so on, (for example ku ngen = meat); 

and spiritual beings (for example ku karrath = the/ a ghost or evil spirit). 

The other nine class indicators are mi, kura, kardu, thamul da, nanthi, thu, 

thungku, murrinh. 

(A more detailed summary of data gathered on noun classes is given in Note 5-A at 

the end of this chapter; murrinh is discussed below.) 

An indicator word can be used to represent a whole class or group within the class, 

according to the context of the discourse, for example, 

wurran ku-nu. Nukunu-ka 

He has gone hunting for animals. 

It can also be used to negate or describe the absence of a whole class or group within 

the class, according to the context of the discourse, for example, 

Nukunu-ka 

He (caught) 

maku 

nothing (literally, no animals). 

Finally the class indicators can be used to vary the meaning of a word so that the one 

word can be used to express different meanings or concepts, for example, the 

meaning of kamarl can vary thus, 

kura kamarl = a water hole 

kardu kamarl = a sweetheart 

mi kamarl = a  specific yam 

kura indicating water class 

kardu indicating people class 

mi indicating the class of plants and useable 

vegetable products 
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nanthi kamarl = the eye nanthi indicating the class of things, including body 

parts. 

These grammatical functions of the language were observed by the researcher and 

are in accord with studies by Street (1987) and Walsh (1991). 

This rather long explanation of Murrinhpatha noun classes is a necessary preamble 

to a discussion of the concept of "school" held by the Kardu. In listening to the 

Kardu speak in Murrinhpatha and in all the texts gathered in that language for this 

study, the school is always referred to as murrinh kurl. The word kurl is the 

Murrinhpatha adaptation of 'school', with the 's' sound (rendered by the letters sh), 

which does not exist in that language, being dropped and the final English consonant 

T being replaced with the retroflex 'rl' sound. Of more importance is the noun class 

indicator murrinh. This class consists of words like: 

language names, such as, 

Murrinhpatha = (literally) the good language 

Murrinh Kura = (literally) the liquid language (a dialect referred to in English by the 

Kardu as the 'soft' version of the Murrinhpatha) 

Murrinh Ke, Murrinh Tjevin, Murrinh Amu languages spoken by other residents from 

other areas who no longer reside permanently on their traditional lands and 

now live in the town; 

and descriptors of language I communication phenomena, for example, 

murrinh thung = a modern song. 

murrinh ngerren = a conversation. 

murrinh mange = sign language. 

murrinh tiparlti = praise 

murrinh thathpirr = true words, the truth 

murrinh thelerrdhe = news, information 

(See Note 5-B, at the end of this chapter, for a range of examples.) 
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This collection of murrinh words, obtained from several senior Murrinhpatha 

speakers, indicates that this class is concerned with phenomena that are associated 

with speech and communication, with the verbal exchange or transmission of ideas, 

feelings and values. And the word kurl, which is a foreign word borrowed from 

English and Murrinhpatha-ized, is included in this class. No instances were 

observed of the use of da with kurl which would indicate a conceptualization of it  as 

a place. Da is used in contexts in which there is a need to identify a particular school 

(at a particular place), for example, da Kormilda College but never with the concept of 

"school" as such. The local school at Wadeye is always identified with the 

generalized notion of "school". In this context the word kurl is never used with any 

noun class indicator other than murrinh. Hence the basic conception of the 

institution of school for the Kardu is that of a phenomenon associated with speech 

and communication, the exchange or transmission of ideas, feelings and values. 

But this raises the question of how the concept of Western style education or school 

is related to the concept of education as it existed before contact. There is a word in 

Murrinhpatha to describe and name the various activities of the traditional culture 

which non-Aborigines would associate with the concept of education, for example, 

the notion of 'teaching'; this is a verb whose root form is thethith. lhis verb applies to 

a whole range of knowledge and skill sharing activities, such as, telling stories, 

demonstrating skills, giving directions. Much of this sharing was skill-sharing by 

immersion and does not appear to be seen as a separate entity from the skill itself. It 

would be described as. 

Nukunu-ka wurdanthethith wakal nukunu ku ngurmirl ngalarn. 

He is showing son his fish how to hunt 

Thus fishing with nets was fishing with nets, and if some young people were 

learning this skill while helping the more experienced hunters, then well and good, 

but it  was not seen (or theorized) as an activity distinct from the context in which i t  

took place. However there were less incidental situations i n  which the more 

experienced person set out to pass on to the less informed person knowledge and 
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skills that were deemed important. This verb, thethith, is used, for example, to 

describe the process of imparting special, sacred and secret knowledge at the two 

stages of initiation that are still conducted in the community. The only difference is 

that there would be a number of imparters of such knowledge so the plural form 

puddanpunthethith would be used. This verb is in general use for any occasion that 

involves showing or sharing. Older people in the present community tend not to 

associate this kind of activity with the notion of /curl, but younger people would use 

it for what takes place in school and usually translate it into English as 'teach'. There 

is no noun in Murrinhpatha, such as 'learning' or 'education' in English, to describe 

such activity, only the verb. 

The painting in Figure 5.1 was painted in response to the question "What does school 

mean to you and your communjty?" Like most responses from older people, 

whether verbal or in paint medium, "school" is associated with the missionaries and 

the coming of the white non-Aborigines. 

Figure 5.1 Painting By An Informant Who Is A Senior Man 
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The text, in the Murrinhpatha language with an English gloss, which the artist gave 

to accompany the painting is as follows: 

Da mumtak pardidha ku yilan ngala mere deruy 
dangathadha. 
Mu bere kardu ngalantharr, kardu ngalantharr da 
pananganka banalangtha wurrini da ngarra pigunu. 
Mu kardu perrkenku nanithadha dini da 
parrininkuyelerrdhanintha pardi. 
Da nhini wangu, da nhini wangu, da nhini wangu. 
Ba yu bere, kardu nhini-ka nginipunh da, 
thangkarda pana. 
Old mission mani wangu-ya i da Kulthil, da Nangu, 
Wudupuli, wangu-ya, Nardirri ngamimarda pangu 
kathu-ya. 
Ba nhini-yu murrinh perrenamadha puni, bere 
kardu wakay yuwattha warda kathu 
benengkard urdd hadharra. 
Benengkardurddhadharra panguda da old mission 
nhinda pangantuy yilan ngala-yu. 
Bere, yilan ngala da nhini-da dinidha. Ku punnhek 
terert. 
Wurdawal mission kanhi warda Wadeye 
pangantuy. 
Bere da thelput berderdedha kardi-ya murrinh 
wangu padha wurdininthethiththa kardi murrinh, 
murrinh kangkarlmawu. 
I bere nhini-wa kardu warda thanthanka pardidha 
da mumtak-yu. 
Murrinh ngarra kurl-ka ku yilan ngala dangatha 
wurlk merradha kardi i thitha. 

-
I murrinh nhini-ka da mere i pume warda pardi. 
"Ya thangkunu murrinh kurl kanhi-yu?" 
Mu kardu mere the pumebaththa. 
Mu pigunu-ka murrinh kurl nhini-ka mere the 
pumebaththa kardu ngalantharr nhini-yu. 
'Thangkunu kanhi ngamadurdi-yu?" 
Mu da-ka yilan ngala kathu-ka berengunhtha kathu 
the mebaththa kardi. 
I murrinh thelh bere nhini-yu. 
PUp pamam nhini-ka ku yilan yida nhini-yu. 
Ku kangkarlmawu the pumebaththa puni. 
Bere murrinh kurl-ka nakulte warda-wa understand 
piyamam-yu. I pamam, "Ba da nhini-nu murrinh 
English-yu, thangkunu pama. 
Nhini-ka trousers warda pubanadurdidha puni da 
mumtak nhini-yu. 
Ba trousers, kaligu i trousers mana nukunu padha
yu mangamart. 

In the olden days before Father Docherty arrived 

But then the old people, the old people were spread 
out Uving in their own country 
But two men went out to teU the other people the 
news 
From place to place to place. 
So that's alright, that the people in places from, .... 
Wherever the place is 
Like old mission, and KuJthil, Nangu, Wudupuli, 
and Nadirri on the other side of the river. 

But it was then that they passed messages and the 
people started to move in together. 

They all gathered together at old mission and that 
was when Father Docherty arrived. 
And that's where Father Docherty settled down. 
But there were too many white ants. 
Then he moved up here on the new mission 
(Wadeye). 
Then he built houses. He told us lots of things 
(shared ideas) and he preached about god. 

The people really settled in then in the olden days. 

At the school Father Docherty showed us how to 
work, and aJso the nuns. 
And the people didn't want to or say anything. 
"What's the school for?" 
But the people didn't know. 
Even the old people didn't know about the 
schooling 
"Why are we going there to learn?" 
But Father Docherty knew what he was doing 

The church was alright 
And they believed in it because of father Docherty. 
They were told about god and believed. 
It was later on that they understood why they were 
going to school and said, "Ho, it's for that reason, 
English and other things too. 
In that time they wore trousers in the old days. 

Ho, trousers and calico were bought and Father 
Docherty bought it for them. 

In the interview conducted, initially in English, to verbalize the meaning of the 

painting, the informant at first said that before the missionaries there was no 

education among the Kardu. When the matter of hunting skills was raised, these 
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were acknowledged as existing and important 'back then" but were clearly regarded 

as something quite different to "school" or "education". 

Informant: Before it was just like that. Then we built a school, and they didn't know what 
the meaning of school-- yeh, they didn't know that thing at all. 

Did tlrey teach young children in tlze old days, before the mission? 

No, no, they didn't know anything about it. 

And wlzat about teaching to hunt and things like tlzat? 

Yeh, hunting. 

Haw would they teach them to hunt? 

Aw, just take him out with hjs old uncle. 

Hence what took place to hand on traditional knowledge and skills was seen as 

different from what took place at the school. This contrasts with the responses of one 

of the middle aged informant as sho·wn in Figure 5.2. 

Figure 5.2 Painting By An Informant Who Is A Middle-aged Man 

The text, in the Murrinhpatha language with an English gloss, which the artist gave 

to accompany the painting is as follows: 
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Bere marrare parrawup kanhi, i thamul kanhi 
pubanpakpak, ngurru ngarra piru thelput. 
Bere kardu ngamere purninthadha, ku warra 
hunting pardidha, thapa kathu pudawurl. 
Bere kardu ngalantharr le wiye yungurrkurrktha, 
kardu kabimngurrkurrk pana-ya, ngurmguwarl 
thungku pangu kathu. 
Nukunu warda kardidha hunting i wurdawurl 
kathu-ka kanawit. 

Sere yungurrkurrktha kardu ngarnere kuguk 
pardidhangatha ku warra. Pardidha bere 
pudamkawurl kathu ngime mi pumebathapurini 
mi tharnka, ku yagurr, ku ngurlrnirl 
pumebathangimetharra. 
Da pirrimkangime nukunu kathu ngalantharr 
numi kathu-ka mam, "Ku-ka kanhi ngurdankarl 
ku ngurlmirl, i mi tharnka, kanhi kern." 
"Kura-ka patha," mam, kura pana kern, nukunu 
kardu ngalantharr nhini-yu marn, "mi ngadha 
pana mi thamka pana kern kura patha." 
Kardu da murntak ku-nu-ka mitmit-wa 
pemiwatha i purdininthethiththa ku ngarra 
pinnanganthi pumi ngarra thungunu. 

Nhini ngarra purdiruturtnu-ka mange warda 
piyamanu puru mange ngarra kardu da murntak 
purdininthethiththa pumi-yu. 
Nanthi palyirr, thu lithpurr pumewathadha 
purni i thamuJ i thurnpith; kardu kigay-ka nhini 
pumedha purna da murntal-yu i mardinhpuy-ka 
pumiwattha deyida ngarra yileyile, kalekaJe i 
mangkamangka. 

- Ku i mi pinnanathidha pumi nginipunh da 
murntak deyida mani pumedha pumi. 
Da mumtak ku-nu pumiwat-ka thamuJ i thu 
kuragadha damathare. Thu lithpurr palyirr-re. 
Mu da marra-ka mission kan.IU-ka ku-nu-ka 
thungku i nanthi malkrnarrin wanku warda 

Kardu ngalantharr, kardu kunugunu mange 
murntak-yu pume-dha pumi-ka kanhi-wa. 
Ku hunting-ya pardiwattha i mi pana 
pubengkardu-dha purni mi ngarra mi patha
patha thathpirr. 
Bere, mange ngarra school-ka mange-ka same 
way deyida. 
Nginipunh nhini mani kudunpunthethith-ka 
nhini-ka mange wathpala nukun. 
Mu mangi kardu thipmam-ka kanhi-wa mange
yu mi parrinirrangkarda-dha purni. 

First they made camp here and here is a spear left 
on the side of a stringy bark hut. 
Then the other people went out hunting and 
carne back in the afternoon. 
Then the old man was tired and fell asleep. That 
person laying over there near the fire. 

He went hunting and when he came back he fell 
asleep. Then he slept on while the other people 
were still out hunting. 
Then when they came home they brought yams, 
goannas and fish. They brought all these with 
them. 

The other old man said, "Here are some meat and 
fish that I brought back and also yams." 

There's some water there," said the old man, 
"There's some yams to eat and water to drink." 

The old people they used to go hunting together 
and show them how to hunt and how we cooked 
in the old way. 

And when they grow up they gotta do the same 
what the old people they used to do in the olden 
days. 
So they used to make the stone axes and the 
spear, the woomera. Just what the young boys 
used to do there in the olden days and the young 
girls too go out hunting with their parents and 
grandma. 
They used to cook just like the old people were 
doing before. 
ln the olden days they used to go out hunting by 
spear and boomerang, they used to use stone axe. 
But in our days we use by the mission go out 
hunting with gun and fishing lines. 

The old men, the old women, this is what they 
used to do. 
They used to hunt and look for bush food the 
really good bush food. 

Now, today in school they teach them the same 
way. 
Like that, that is teaching them the White FeUa 
way. 
But the Black FeUa way is to take them out bush 
and show them how to hunt and how to look for 
bush food. 

The painting in Figure 5.2 was painted in response to the same question, namely, 

"What does school mean to you and your community?" This informant was at pains 

to emphasize that he saw what was done in the old days as education just the same 

as what is now done at school is education. 
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The painting and subsequent interview, in English, showed that for him the 

important elements of this process were the father who trains his sons in hunting, the 

mother who trains her daughter in food gathering and home maintenance and the 

older generation who tell stories and pass on the old ways. 

The old people they used to go hunting together and teach them how to hunt and how 
we cooked in the old way. And when they grow up they gotta do the same what the old 
people they used to do in the olden days. So they used to make the stone axes and the 
spear, the woomera. Just what the young boys used to do there in the olden days and the 
young girls too go out hunting with their parents and grandma. They used to cook just 
like the old people were doing before. 

When asked about the modern version of "school", this informant acknowledged, 

while speaking in English, that it was there and important but again emphasized that 

for him the old ways were important and that they need to be recognized "as school 

too". School is there for "teaching them the whitefella way". 

Many informants were keen to state that the education for and in the two cultures is 

not incompatible. For example, Figure 5.3 is a painting by another middle aged 

artist, painted in response to the same question, who present both the old ways and 

the new side by side. 

Figure 5.3 
Another Painting By An Informant Who Is A Middle-aged Man 
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The text, in the Murrinhpatha language with an English gloss, which the artist gave 

to accompany the painting is as follows. ' 
Da ngarra kardu da murntak warra 
pardingkardhuktha. Da puth wangu. 
Da patha kanhi-ka Wudupuli-wa. 
Kangkurl ngay Tchinburrurr kanda mampunberti 
kanam-yu. 
I marra-re kathu-ka mere the ngumabaththa. 
Yilan Ngala pangampirraruy da Old Mission-yu. 
Bere da nakulte warda kardu nungamninthadurr, 
perrkenku, perrkenku. 
Kardu perrkenku nhini-ka 
pangamnintharuydharra Wudupuli dampuntherr 
kardu. 
"Ya ku Yilan dhiwarra kern." 
"Yu;' yu piyamam. 
Bere tharrathumana, puningkararadha pirri puy 
Old Mission pumengkadha puni yu ngarra Yilan 
Ngala damana parramnaruy. 
Old Mission panguda Nhini-ka da kangkarl 
pangu kathu kern. 
Bere nhinda kardu-yu mamay pubanpudurdi 
murrinh kurl-nu-ya. 
Mangini murrinh thingkut-ya i thangkunu kama 
wurlk pardidha Yilan Ngala da murrinh theth 
kathu merrayithta kardi. 
I yurdidha ngarra murrinh theth Father Docherty 
ya. 
Kanhi-ka mamay purrkpurrk murrinh kurl 

_ pardimardamardadha i murrinh theth-nu-ya. 
Ngarra da-ka nhinda. 
Kangkurl. kangkurl, mangka, mangka, thamnh, 
thamunh kibim. 

In the olden days the people were camping out 
bush. 
Wudupili was a good place. 
This is where my grandpa Tchinburrurr kept his 
tribes together. 
At first we didn't know what was happening. 
Fr. Docherty arrived at Old Mission. 
It was later on that two men went off to spread 
the news. Then two by two they left. 
The two men arrived at Wudupuli and told 
them the news. 

'The Father is over there." 
"Yes," said the people 
Then off they went to Old Mission to see Father 
Docherty. 

Old Mission is pictured at the top where he 
built his house. 
And that's where the people put their children 
to school. 
Like learning to speak English. And they 
worked for something else. Fr Docherty was 
the head man of the church. 
Fr. Docherty said mass at the church. 

Here are the children waiting to go to church. 

At the church. 
And the grandparents are waiting too. 

He describes two parallel scenes in his painting. The bottom scene is his perception 

of the old ways and the role of education in them. 

The bottom, ... the story is about a father, his two sons coming back after the hunting 
and how the father taught his two sons. It's like school. And they coming home late 
from the bush hunting. And all of the children below them are their grandpa and 
grandma and the mother is standing. 

. . 
Yeah. The mother one's telling them "Ah ! Here they are commg back from the hunttng 
now." While they are waiting for them to come back. the grandmother and grandpa are 
telling them stories. 

The top scene is his memory of school, mostly open air, conducted by the 

missionaries but supported by the old men, concerned with the new ways- new 

language, new ways of surviving, new ways of learning. 
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Now the other part. When the first mission came, ...... all of the people gathered round 
······ and there wasn't much school, only one ...... school from the beginning is the old ..... . 
shed. 

This informant made use of the currently popular term "both ways". He focused on 

his own school days and remembers it as a combination of learning new ways in the 

dormitory-based school set-up during the week and returning to the camp on the 

weekends to take up and learn more about the traditional ways. He does not see 

them as incompatible but as being able to work side by side. However it needs to be 

noted that he does not see them as integrated. Pictorially and verbally, he sees them 

in terms of two parallel phenomenon, working for two different purposes, using two 

different styles or methods. While learning the old ways is seen as integral to life 

and living, learning the new ways is seen as an activity separated from the rest of the 

community's life, separated from it and maintained by coercion (note the two old 

men standing guard on the kids to make sure they pay attention and don't try to run 

away). 

Semantic analysis using noun classes provides some other important insights into 

the Kardu's perceptions of Western style education. As noted above, among the 

older people "school" is inextricably linked with the missionaries. A survey of the 

terms used for such people found the following: 

ku yilan (or Father for the Catholic priest) 

ku ngathan (or Brother for the Catholic brothers) 

ku munak (or sister for the Catholic nWlS). 

White people in general are called ku bamam (bamam = white). The use of the noun 

class indicator ku is significant. K.u is the Murrinhpatha noun class for animals, and 

spiritual beings. When the Kardu refer to themselves the noun class indicator is 

kardu which is translated "person". Questioning about this difference brought some 

very embarrassed moments to people as they suddenly realized that it could be 

interpreted as seeing white people as belonging to the "animal" class. Originally, it 

was explained, whites were classified as ku because it was thought they were some 
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kind of spirit being. Now it just indicates that "you are different from us." The noun 

class indicator ku is consistently applied to the English word 'teacher', which has 

been absorbed into the Murrinhpatha language, unchanged because all the sounds in 

this word are sounds used in that language (as stated above there is no traditional 

word for the person who performs the role of passing on knowledge, skills or 

information). All Murrinhpatha verbal texts collected, or written texts consulted, 

follow this usage. 

I bere nhini thangunu-ka kardu ngarra tharraneme-ka ngay-ka murrinh kurl warda 
nganardi, ku teacher-ka murrinh nigunu-k.a "Mary"-wa. (Mirrkun, 1981) 
English: And from then on I went to school and the teacher's name was "Mary". 

The general usage among adults and school children is "ku teacher" when referring to 

non-Aboriginal teachers. However Aboriginal teaching staff, whether qualified 

teachers or assistant teachers, are referred to by the term II kardu teacher". This would 

indicate that the activities of the school, whose staff who carried out those activities 

were predominantly non-Aboriginal, is categorized as being a foreign entity, that is, 

II different from us." 

The Murrinhpatha language of the Kardu did not have any indigenous noun to 

render the idea of 'education' such as is found in European languages. They have 

adopted the word 'school' and have categorized it as part of a group of words which 

are concerned with communication. The traditional Murrinhpatha verbs for learning 

and teaching are now associated ·with what takes place in the school, in addition to 

their original functions. Older Kardu see what takes place in the school as being 

completely different from the teaching I learning process that was part of the 

traditional culture. Middle-aged and younger Kardu see them as basically the same 

in that they are both processes of communicating knowledge, skills and values. 

Some of these younger Kardu are anxious that what was done traditionally not be 

denigrated and they want traditional instruction to be seen as 'education' with a 

similar status to what is now done in school. But most emphasize that what was 

taught traditionally and what is taught now are different. The data indicates that 

this perception of difference is based on understandings that what has been, and is, 
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taught in the school (content) and the methods of imparting such content are 

different from Kardu culture, and it implies that it may also be different with regard 

to purpose and relevance. Teaching of traditional things in traditional ways is not 

seen as incompatible with teaching non-traditional things in new ways; but they are 

seen as separate and different. The absorption of the English word 'teacher' into the 

Murrinhpatha language in the ku, class further indicates the association of what takes 

place in school as being different from or foreign to the Kardu. (However, how the 

Kardu understand school to be foreign and at the same time not incompatible with 

the teaching/ passing on of their traditional ways is something that will need further 

investigation and analysis.) 

Thus the analysis of semantic categories that the Kardu use for the terms 'school' and 

'teacher' in their Murrinhpatha language and their use of the verbs relating to 

teaching and learning indicate their perception of school as a process concerned with 

speech and communication but one that is a process of outsiders, not one that is 

integral to their own culture. 

- 5.2 Analysis of Perceptions Associated with Artifacts 

Within a cultural scene there are innumerable artifacts that are made use of to 

sustain the scene. How these are used, and how they are treated, gives valuable 

clues to the meanings that the participants of any particular cultural scene attach to, 

not only the artifacts, but to the understandings the participants have of the scene 

itself. 

An examination was made of the paintings done for this study to inventory artifacts 

contained therein which had an association with the school. Only a small number 

was found. These were a blackboard and pointer (see Figure 6.1 in Olapter 6) and a 

truck plus spears and fishing lines (see Figure 6.2 in Chapter 6). 

In Figure 5.2 above, there are numerous implements, spear, woomera, axe, fire, 

dillybag which are related to sustaining daily life and which the accompanying text 
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indicates is related to the educational activities that are taking place in the group. 1n 

other words the artifacts involved in teaching and learning are the artifacts that 

relate to daily living. This poses the question whether and in what ways the artifacts 

associated with the school are related to the ordinary, or even special events of life in 

this community. To try to answer this question lists of artifacts that were important 

in daily life were first gathered from Kardu informants, and then compared with lists 

of artifacts perceived by informants to be associated with the school. 

Several groups of senior and middle aged men and women (in four separate 

interviews) supplied lists of items in current common use at Wadeye. The names of 

the artifacts were collected in Murrinhpatha, with an English translation where 

necessary. This list appears as Note 5.C at the end of this chapter. Some thirty odd 

items were identified. 

Four different groups of senior and middle aged men and women (also from four 

separate interviews) supplied lists of artifacts that they saw as being important 

'tools' in the work of various institutions in the town such as the house construction 

- gang, the council office, the workshop and the school. The list for the school 

included pencils, pen, rubbers, pencil-sharpeners, and books for writing in, reading, 

spelling and copying writing. None of these items appeared in the articles of 

common use list (see Note 5.C below). When it was pointed out that white people 

would probably have books, pens et cetera in their houses and use them for things 

like writing shopping lists before going shopping, it was affirmed that those items 

are not found in Kardu homes and the idea of a need to write down what you had to 

buy brought puzzlement from some and subtle humorous deprecation from others 

that any one would need to write down what was needed from the shop. In 

observations in five different homes, occasional newspapers and comics and a 

colouring-in book were the only writing materials encountered. 

This comparison indicates that the basic articles perceived by Kardu to be important 

to school operations have no parallel usage in everyday life. What is seen as 
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important to learning in the school is not an important aspect of normal living; in 

most homes it is not an aspect at all. 

Conversely many items that do have a significant amount of use in the community, 

for example, televisions and video players, audio cassette players, and vehicles are 

listed as important household items. But although they are used in the school, some 

of them quite obviously, for example, the school 'bus', a truck that travels around the 

town and picks up children and brings them to school twice a day, are not listed as 

'tools' of the school. 

This analysis of perceptions of artifact usage and association also tends to indicate a 

distance between what is perceived as happening at the school and what happens in 

everyday Kardu life. Based on statements of how articles are used in these two 

spheres, there is no indication of the Kardu seeing any close link between what is 

done at school and what is done outside school in terms of living as part of the 

community of Wadeye. As with the linguistic analysis, artifact-association analysis 

tends to show the school as being perceived as separate and different from the Kardu 

- and their way of life. 

5.3 Conclusion 

Both linguistic and artifact analysis indicate that the Kardu perceive the school and 

its activities as being foreign, or at least peripheral, to their society and way of life. 

There does not appear to be a perception of any integral link between the school and 

community life. What the perceptions of links between the two are, and to what 

extent school is seen as being related or unrelated to various facets of Kardu social 

and cultural life will now be examined. 
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da 

kardu 

kura 

mr 

nanthi 

thamul 

thu 

thungku 

Note S-A 

Noun class categories in the Mu.rrinhpatha language 

places, geographical features, eg, streams 

times and seasons 

human beings (Aboriginal) 

human spirits, eg, spirit children, the soul 

kinship terms 

any drinkable liquid, except those from animals, eg, blood, milk 

edible foods from plants 

faeces 

natural substances 

inedible parts of plants and animals 

body parts 

urine 

artifacts 

songs and dance 

spears 

offensive weapons 

thunder and lightning 

playing cards 

anything to do with fire (now includes guns) 

(adapted from Street, 1987) 
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Note S-B 

Other Murrinhpatha words that are part of the Murrinh category of nouns 

murrinh kangunu = speech that is patterned, rhythmic 

murrinh mange = sign language 

murrinh mamay = children's talk 

murrinh ngerren = a speech or conversation 

murrinh nginipunh = skin name 

murrinh tiparlti = praise 

murrinh thagarl = raspy voice 

murrinh thathpirr = true words, the truth 

murrinh thelerrdhe = news, information 

murrinh thukthuk = message or invitation 
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Note S-C 

Names of artifacts in common use at Wadeye 

MURRINHPATHA 

thungku matches 

rumthi tin 

nanthi darru 

nanthi yi 

nanthi bag 

nanthi frying pan 

nanthi pewep 

nanthi lithpurr 

thilmul waya 

nanthi kininga 

nanthi mirnka 

thungku stave 

nanthi purlpurl 

nanthi kanammath 

nanthi kanammath 

nanthi puthputh 

- nanthi kuyukuyu 

nanthi punewi 

nanthi plate 

nanthi pun 

nanthi piba 

nanthi watch 

nanthi kanadel 

nanthi dimu 

nanthi knife 

nanthi meput 

nanthi thongs 

nanthi baythingul 

nanthi mikilik 

nanthi needle & cotton 

nanthi thithith 

nanthi kum 

nanthi brush 

ENGLISH 

matches 

billy can 

blanket 

dilly bag 

cloth bag 

blanket 

axe 

fishing spear 

digging stick 

clap sticks 

washing machine 

TV 
video 

rake, broom or mop 

fishing line 

cup 

spoon 

news papers 

tapes and players 

tooth brush 

boots 

bicycle 

beads 

scissors 

comb 
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CHAPTER VI 

11-IE PERCEPTIONS OF THE KARDU ABOUT THE SCHOOL 

Since the time of Malinowski (1922), it has been regarded as a legitimate research 

approach to study a particular aspect of a culture but not in total isolation. If an 

adequate and valid understanding of a phenomenon is to be achieved it is necessary 

to relate it  to all other aspects of the culture on which it impinges or by which it is 

impinged upon. While Malinowski was concerned with observable phenomena, 

such as canoe building (Malinowski, 1922: 134), the same principle applies to the 

ideas of people in a particular culture, which in this study are taken to be the essence 

of the culture. This Chapter will focus on the broader notion of the perceptions 

about Western style education, as present to them in 'school', which are the central 

concern of this study. The purpose of this analysis is to present those perceptions 

- that have been identified by the study and to relate them to the wider cultural 

context of the Kardu. 

The analysis in this chapter draws together all the useful data gathered from 

paintings, and the texts given to accompany them or from subsequent interviews of 

the artists, texts from interviews of senior, middle-aged and young adult men and 

women about specific issues, texts from ordinary conversations with people in the 

normal course of community life, texts gathered by Batchelor College students for 

their own studies and observations made throughout the duration of the study. 

The issues around which the analysis is organized emerged from the data as it was 

collected during the course of the study. These issues are: relationships with the 

non-Aboriginal world, socialization of children into Kardu society and employment 

and self sufficiency, which focus on the Kardus' perceptions of the purpose of the 
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school; attendance and changes in power structures, which focus on the Kardus' 

perceptions of the effectiveness of the school; and ownership of the school. 

6.1 Perceptions of Purpose 

There are clear and widespread perceptions among the Kardu about what the school 

is for and what the members of the community want it to do for their children. 

However these are limited in scope and so an examination of possible expectations of 

school not directly raised by the Kardu is also included in the analysis. 

6.1.1 Coping with the White World 

As stated in Chapter 5, the perceptions of senior and middle-aged people in the 

community link the school with the missionaries and church activities. Both the 

documentary evidence examined and the statements from people interviewed 

and/ or from the stories and conversations of people listened to during the study, 

indicate that the missionaries were welcome. It appears that the time of the arrival of 

the mission was one of instability within the region. Kidney-fat killings and magic, 

disputes over land ownership, marauding gangs of fighting young men, inter-clan 

warfare, and the ever encroaching presence of the white men on the Daly and 

Victoria Rivers all contributed to this state of instability. 

Figure 6.1 was painted by a now senior man who was one of the first students at the 

school begun by the missionaries. He belongs to the Murrinhpatha speaking Kardu 

Diminin clan who are the traditional owners of most of the land on which the town 

now stands. It was painted in response to the same question as was posed for the 

paintings in Chapter 5, and for the other paintings that will appear in this chapter. 

That question was, "What does school mean to you and your community?" The 

English text of the interview to explain the painting and discuss the role of school in 

the community is given below (with minimal structural changes to sentences to 

eliminate the need to include the questions that were asked by the researcher during 

the interview). 
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Figure 6.1 Painting by an informant who is a senior man of a Murrinhpatha clan 

This is the old school. We started off there. That's the old presbytery and down the 
bottom, and that school is not sheets of iron, that's the bark house school. That's where we 
started from. In olden days, Father Docherty, and Brother Pye, he's one of our teachers, 
the first started. And Fr. Docherty told them old people to go round and pick all the 
children to come to school, so they can learn English and all the other things. And now, Fr. 
Docherty used to teach those old people how to do the work and how to build the houses. 
First he came and now (then?) we had one brother Br. Pye, we had two really, and Br. 
Quinn and Fr. Docherty himself- no nuns before. After the war, the nuns came after the 
war. And this is how we start, teachers for the school and Brother went back to looking 
after the garden, and Br. Quinn he used to look after the people, .... supervise, you know, 
all the mission round here. 

That's the old camp. We used to be close to Fr. Docherty. 

That's Top Camp !top right!. That's Creek Camp I top left!. 
That's the middle camp- down the bottom. I he points! 
And this one's down the old presbytery, down the bottom. 

And the children would come there to school, down the bottom, down to the windmill. 

The old people they used to bring us and stay with us. 

And these two old men wa(kjng away, they was trying to go and pick others to go out 
bush, that's why Fr. Docherty told them to go out and bring more children. And that's 
why these two here they went out and these two they are going to maybe , adirri, all 
round there, Wudupuli, and these two, Kulthil way, and Thinti, and Old Mission. 

Everything all changed this time this time. That's mean ... ah ..... the really, buildings for 
school. We got really good house for the children, good school, everything. But we had 
before only a stringy bark house, only the blackboard, and that's it. 

The school is changed now. The community, all changed! But before, no clothes. Only 
this bark clothes, they used to be. 

1 can see it everything's changed. You know, people, all that. Everything gone different. 
See, more teachers came. We got more teachers, everything changed, more helpers. 
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In the community, ... no fighting this time, in the community. Oh! a lot of fighting before! 

We used to be ah, 
.
you know, go to school, like that. "Don't miss your school, You'd better 

learn more education from brothers or sisters or any, besides us, in the mission." 
And we are very happy now the changes coming. But before we didn't know - the people 
used to be that come here and we reckoned - these people they come here, they gonna take 
the land off us, but they always reckoned that before, the old people. Now today so really 
knows. The people came here to try to help our children. 

There are bad things like people come here and smash all the school stuff like that we 
don't like that - but we never used that before. Yeh, like the old people - old people �kon 
we never do that before. No. 

A lot of kids don't come to school, too many videos. Too many things going on from the 
..... , you know. 

The people want them to come. Oh . ..... We the community, we reckon they got to learn 
more from the school. Like we don't know, but you know, the elders, the people the whole 
community, we don't know much about ..... the white man brought this mission and some 
of the mothers, they already gone and others are still alive and try to help us, whole 
community, and ......... like the government, they might come here and we don't have to 
fight them, the old people, they got English, they learn from the school, they gonna fight 
back to the government like people, you know, or person like that. 

'Fight back to the government' mean speaking, you can talk to them what reason we here, 
like now, I'm talking to you. People can help us, like you can talk more better, than l am, 
but he can speak like you are. 

We want the kids to be able to speak English really good. So they can talk to the 
government, and any business men come here, well they can talk back to the government. 

They got to properly understand the white people and what they're on about 

These two old people with the children well they used to come with them to bring them 
and stay with them. Sometimes they sneak off. 

Well, and these two old men here. That old fella there, that's Tunmuck. Yu. And this 
one's Narburrp. They used to watch the kids and see there's no mucking about. They 
were hard old men those blokes. 

Yes it a good one, I had that painting since I was at schooL I made it then. Now I paint 
this one for you. 

The missionaries were gladly accepted once it became clear that they were not there 

to take the land as had been the Kardus' experience with the pastoralists and farmers 

in the Victoria and Daly River areas. "But before we didn't know - the (white) people 

used to be that come here and we reckoned - these people they come here, they 

gonna take the land off us, but they always reckoned that before, the old people." 

The fear of losing the land turned into a belief that the missionaries were a means of 

keeping the land. The elders are seen by the present senior generation as wanting 

their children to attend school and they appear to have been actively involved in 

seeing that the children did come to school (before the dormitory system was 

introduced) and stayed there to be taught. Figure 6.1 has two old men, Tunmuck 
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and Naburrp, present to help keep discipline and prevent 'sneaking off by the 

students. 

Not only was the land secured by the missionaries, they were seen to be the means 

by which the Kardu could acquire the knowledge and skill to deal with the 

whiternan and his ways. Other interviews and conversations repeat this claim that 

the old people wanted their children to attend school, both at Wadeye and in 

southern colleges, "So they can talk to the government, and any business men come 

here, well they can talk back to the government," or in other words understand and 

negotiate with the ideas and processes of the white people's world. 

It is possible that the early missionaries advanced the idea that the school process 

would be a means of dealing with the whitefella world. There is no evidence to 

support or dismiss such a speculation. What is dear is that the Kardu formed such a 

perception and it continues to be held up to the present. It is also clear that whatever 

reasons may have been offered by the missionaries concerning the need for school 

education, if indeed any were offered to the Kardu, the missionaries pursued both 

adult and child education; the missionaries "showed them how to work and build 

houses" and "Fr. Docherty told them to go out and bring more children." 

There are a number of views about the children leaving their families to stay at the 

mission for schooling. Most remember the old people as being supportive of the 

children staying at the mission while they returned to their traditional hunting and 

gathering lifestyle on their traditional lands. (Those who did not own the land on 

which the mission was situated were only allowed to stay and work for two weeks 

and then had to leave.) However some remember being unhappy and running away 

to return to their parents. While their parents were willing to have them return, 

various kinds of coercion were used by the missionaries on the parents to get the 

children returned. 

The theme of the school as a means of learning to cope with the non-Aboriginal 

world is one that continues today. All informants, in one way or another, saw the 
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school as the means of the children learning to speak good English, and reading and 

writing; some mentioned maths skills. There is some divergence among informants 

about the need to teach the Murrinhpatha language in the school; some think it is 

wmecessary, "we already got that language", and think more English would be 

more appropriate, "English should be taught a lot". English is needed "if you travel 

away from your commurtity," and "when you go to meetings with Europeans"; as 

the painter of the picture in Figure 6.1 observed, "there are lots of things (coming 

into the commurtity) all in English. We didn't Wlderstand these things before.".  A 

report by a number of RATE students on consultations they had had with groups of 

senior men and women included statements like , "The old people want the children 

to learn to read and write and do sums and to know other people and how they live. 

They have to know how to live and mix in the whiteman's world. If they don't there 

will be many troubles." 

The perception of school as a means of learning English, literacy and sometimes 

maths skills is widespread. The purpose of this learning is seen as enabling the 

children and the community to cope with the very different non-Aboriginal world 

-
that is impinging on the way of living of the Kardu. This is the perception that is 

held currently and it continues one that has been held by the Kardu since the arrival 

of the missionaries sixty years ago. Like many other groups of Aboriginal 

communities, for example, those at Yirrkala (Marika-Mununggiritj, R., et al ,1988), 

Lajamanu (McClay, 1988), Alice Springs (Yipirinya School Council, 1994), the Kardu 

accept the inevitability of the presence of the whiteman's world and are seeking 

ways of dealing with it. 

6.1.2 Socialization 

While there is a clear perception across the different age groups and genders of the 

adult community about school being a means of coping with the wider Australian 

culture, there is no such uniformity in regard to the school's role in 

enculturating I socializing children into their own cu1 ture I society. 

As stated above some Kardu do not think teaching the Murrinhpatha language is a 
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particularly necessary thing for the school. Others are in favour of it. Many of the 

Kardu teachers, as a result of their studies at Batchelor College and their experiences 

in other communities, are aware of the dangers of the Murrinhpatha language 

declining and are supportive of the school continuing to teach and teach in 

Murrinhpatha. 

Others whose languages such as Marringarr, Mati Ke, tvlarri Tjevin and Djamindjung 

are in decline are worried about the decline and have expressed the hope that the 

school will be able to help arrest this decline. This desire was put very strongly to 

the 1993 Bilingual Reaccreditation Committee by the Kardu members of that 

committee and is very strong among the older members of the non-Murrinhpatha 

dans. This desire that the school help in preserving Aboriginal languages other than 

.Murrinhpatha, in this case Djamindjung, is present in the intervie\\' that 

accompanied the painting in Figure 6.2. This was painted by a senior man of a 

Djamindjung spc�king clan. The accompailying text, in English, and sections of a 

�u�cqucnt i...r:.tcrvicv; deal with this and many other enculturation issues. 

Figure 6.2 Painting by an lniormant who is a sen.ior man of a Djamindjung dan 
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Yes I'd like to
_
tell you somt>thing about this painting I made here. All these children here 

a:e school chtldren and they not bad children, probably, but they go to school all th<' 
hme. Somebody here, 

_
tea

_
chers, they took them out to my country, Table Hill way, and 

teach them how to do flshmg, catch a fish and all that. Some of them, one of the teachers 
gonna take then:' to look for the crab. Teach them, some little girl. And over here one of 
t�e tea

_
chers tS stt1t

_
ng down to (do) some fishing themselves and one little bo� there, got 

ftsh wtre here [pomts] �nd �ne of the teachers here [ points], careful a bit, maybe some 
croc, or shark, or a

_
nythmg ltke that, he might get bite. And three over there. 1 points] 

�here t�e three chtldren on the other side, the bank of the ri ver there. They toot... that 
h

_
tt�e utJhty over there with them chjldren. You can see one little boy there [pomtsl 

Sitting on top of the tree there and the plane just gone past, gone to Darwin. 

The school went out there for to do some hunting, fishing and all that. They didn't know 
when they grow up a bit more all them little children ahmm, catch a fish, some crab, and 
aU that. They went out there just for one day. 

That good for the school to do that. I reckon that 's good. Some of them children don't 
lik� to go to school, run away all the time, don't learn anything. But this mob here all the 
children, they good. They go to school all the time. They enjoy fishing and all that sort 
of thing. 

I don't know why some children run away and don't come to school. Aahm, probably 
they don't like to go to school. I think maybe some teachers might be a bit too cheeky, I 
don't know. That's what my children told me, you know. They don't like to go to 
school, some of them don't like to go to school. Aahm, well my boy, two little boy, they 
told me that they can go to school but, I think they a bit frightened of teacher, l think 
rrught be a bit cheeky. That's why they don't go to school. 

The school will teach many things beside the things they need out bush . Not only 
fishing and crab and all that but they could look for some bush tucker as well. Like 
green plumb and aU other thing. Aahm, like goanna, and maybe look for some mi 
marray and all that. 

Well sometimes grandfathers and grandmothers can do that teaching but at the moment, 
when they at school and like, if the teacher wanted to take them out, well that's OK. 

Well when they go to school they can learn Murrinhpatha, writing and all that and in 
whiteman way, and all that, maybe never know when they come to grow big, maybe 
they might have to run office, anything like that. Work. 

Yes I reckon the school is doing that, is it getting children ready to run the office. Ah, 
well when they learn properly everything, when they leave school they can say, "''ll  do 
that job." And work maybe mechanic, or in the bank maybe office, or something like 
that. When they grow big. 

No there are no problems here. The school always right. Right to teach children, for the 
right thing every1hlng to make them children learn every1hing. 

Djamindjung my language. 

No, my children can't speak (Djamindjung). But they can understand little bit. But they 
can't talk, just listen. U somebody in the school inside, like here in the school, well they 
can teach them (Djamindjung), you know. Like they do down Kununurra way, a good 
sort of bloke, they can teach them, them children in Murrinh Djamindjung. 

This informant's views illustrate a number of the other matters relating to socialization. 

The role of the school in preparing people for employment or jobs is raised (and this 

point will be developed later, as will the important matter of poor attendance at school). 

But the main emphasis of the painting and the interview material is on the involvement 

of the school in the children's association with the bush and with sustaining themselves 
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through hunting and gathering. This informan�s strongest perception of school relates 

to its involvement in teaching traditional skills and helping the children learn about tht

land and how to relate to it, "teachers, they took them out to my country, .... teach them 

how to do fishing, .... take them to look for the crab. Teach them .... teachers is itting 

down to (do) some fishing themselves and one little boy there, got fish wire (spear) here 

and one of the teachers here careful a bit, maybe some croc, or shark, or anything lik(' 

that, he (the little boy) might get bite." 

Other Kardu are less sanguine about the younger generation acquiring traditional skills. 

On a recent trip from one of the outstations a middle-aged man related, 

I like to get the kids in my (extended) family out bush with me. Those young boys in 
town, they won't go out hunting. They too scared of snakes and things. They can't even 
feed themselves. And the girls are bad too. Just sit around and watch their mothers and 
old ladies do the work. Out bush they learn better. 

Checking by means of conversations with others revealed a high degree of agreement 

with this claim and a large amount of concern about the situation. 

This is further supported by the painting in Figure 6.3, and text of the accompanying 

interview. This painter is a non-teaching member of the school staff, aged in his mid

thirties, and a member of one of the Mati Ke clans. 

Figure 6.3 Painting by an informant who is a middle-aged man of a Mati Ke dan 
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This outside one that's the ah, ... our way, and I think the people here like to see 
language and culture taught at the school, so I put that outside. These are tracks 
kangaroo tracks, these are footprints and buffalo tracks this side and on top are th; 
emu tracks

_
. and I also put in some artifacts, and ....... that's what, you know, should 

be
. 

taught m school. Artifacts, teaching about the animals and animal tracks, and 
thmgs to do With culture and the people like that to be taught in the school here at 
Wad eye. 

Em.m. It:s a ��gual school. We(re not teaching ahm.m our way, Aboriginal way, and 
because Its bthngual we

_ 
can learn this sorta, . . . . .  culture day, sorta thing and like 1 said 

the people like to see this happen. 

An? the inside, that
. 
represents the school itself and in that I thought I'd put the 

whitefella way. And m that for about English should be taught and Maths and things 
Like that. 

Circles and dots. Yeh I think there is meaning there. Those ... the white circle I 
thought that would be the non-Aboriginal person, and this black circle here that 
�ould be the assistant, the Aboriginal teacher and the red dots I put (for) children, 
like kids. Together these are like kind of classes or teaching groups, something like 
that. And here (he points to the centre) I put the principaL And they're the teachers, 
the Aboriginal teachers and the non-Aboriginal teachers. And from there it's, you 
know, a team. All working together. 

This outside part should be taught more than ... you know the Aboriginal way. Less 
of this [points to the middle! and more of the cultural way. 

Probably get the elders. They're the ones who could, you know, get the programs and 
tell the teachers, the Aboriginal teachers, with the non-Aboriginal teachers and the 
assistants. 

Some might want to do, you know if they want to teach kids ... the old ways, like 
hunting, artifacts and ceremonies. I thjnk they'll teach that. 

This painting highlights the concern about the decline in traditional skills and sees 

the school as a means of attacking this problem. It also suggests that the elders also 

are happy to have the school involved in the process of handing on traditional ways. 

But it emphasizes that the old people are the ones to organize this and the school 

and its teachers, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, should work under their direction. 

There is probably a subtle hint here that it is not the role of the school to take over 

this area of teaching traditional skills and do it the school's own way. It is the old 

people who must provide the essence of whatever is taught and how it is taught. 

Of a total of eighteen informants who expressed perceptions of the role of the school 

all identified it as being primarily associated with the delivery of knowledge and 

skills that are useful in dealing with the white world. Only three saw it as having a 

role in supporting the culture of the Kardu. There is then a perception in parts of 
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the community that the school should have a role in preserving the culture of the 

Kardu as well as supporting it in its efforts to deal with the white world; notice that 

in Figure 6.3 there i s  still an emphasis on "English should be taught and Maths and 

things like that". However there is not the uniformity nor strength of opinion on the 

role of the school in socialization that there is on the matter of coping with the white 

world. 

6.1.3 Employment and Self-sufficiency 

Straddling these two areas of abilities to live in contact with the non-Aboriginal 

world and abilities to live in traditional Kardu ways is the issue of employment. 

The ability to feed and clothe oneself and one's family depended in traditional 

Kardu society on the acquisition of the knowledge and skills necessary for hunting 

and gathering. This was done when "children watched while parents did that 

thing." "They taught them how to find foods like yams and mi lala . . . . . . .  how to 

track animals .... to know from the tracks whether the animal was in the hole or 

not." Most of the means of sustaining oneself currently is through the money 

system and shop -bought food and clothing. The means of obtaining money is 

either through Social Security payments, for example, old age pensions, 

unemployment benefits, child endowment, and through wages from employment. 

The 1991 Commonwealth Census states that 81 Kardu were in part time or full time 

employment. There are no current figures available but observation would suggest 

that this number has changed little, and if anything, fallen a bit. 

Two of the artist informants raised the issue of the school helping prepare young 

Kardu for employment. The informant of the painting in Figure 6.1 obliquely refers 

to a situation in which the members of the community do not need outsiders to run 

their affairs but will be able to "talk to the government, and any business men come 

here," because "they got English, they learn from the school,". The other man who 

painted the painting in Figure 6.2 states directly 

WelJ, when they go to school they can Jearn Murrinhpatha, writing and all �at and in 
whiteman way, and all that, mayb� ne�er know when they come to grow btg, maybe 
they might have to run office, anything like that. Work. 
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But the lack of jobs in the town and the competition for the ones available means 

that older people get preference over younger people and there does not appear to 

be the strong association of school and access to jobs in the minds of the Kardu that 

i s  more evident in the perceptions of non-Aboriginal Australians. 

But there is another perception of the association of school and jobs that is strong 

among the Kardu. This i s  that the school itself is a source of jobs. There are 32 

Kardu employed by the school in full time or part time positions. Many others are 

undertaking or have undertaken job training schemes through the school. At 

present there are twelve people studying at Batchelor College or taking part in job 

training schemes at the school with the aim of obtaining jobs at the school. 

6.2 Perceptions of Effectiveness 

6.2.1 Attendance 

The issue of the non-attendance at school by many of the children was raised by 

many Kardu in the course of the study. Two of the artists interviewed above, see 

interviews accompanying Figure 6.1 and 6.2, commented on this issue. The artist 

who painted Figure 6.1 is aware of the issue and offers some explanation for it; "A 

lot of kids don't come to school, too many videos. Too many things going on from 

the ..... , you know." The artist who painted Figure 6.2 begins by describing his 

painting as containing good children because "they not bad children, probably, but 

they go to school all the time". Jiis own children don't attend regularly because, the 

children claim, the teachers are too aggressive; 

I think maybe some teachers might be a bit too cheeky, I don't know. That's what ?"Y 
children told me, .... my two little boy, they told me that they can go to school but, I thmk 
they a bit frightened of teacher, I think might be a bit cheeky. That's why they don't go to 
school 

One pair of informants made this issue the central theme of their painting on what 

the school means to them and their community. Figure 6.4 was painted by a young 

adult who is highly esteemed in the community even though he is comparatively 
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young. He produced the painting after consulting his very elderly father, who 

established this theme of non-attendance as the focus of the work. 

Figure 6.4 Painting by an informant who is a young adult man of a Marringarr 

clan, instructed by his father who is a very old & senior man 

The text accompanying the painting was as follows. 

I did this painting (as I) was told by my father, and he gave these ideas for the painting. 
Today he sees the school as good for young to team. 
In his days he didn't go to school. 
Now he tells the story. 
There are four circles representing the school. 
ONE (bottom left): 
The other small circles (around the short sides of the perimeter) represent people's 
houses. The small black dots are the children who like coming to school. 
TWO (top left): 
There are not many coming to school. 
Some kids feel like coming to school, sometimes they don't come back. 
THREE (top right): 
Still a lot of children •oming to school, they go home. They come back to school, and still 
some don't come back to school. 
FOUR(bottom right): 
The other school building is empty. Maybe two or three kids will come to school. 

Though the articulation of the perception is not always clear, the general thrust of the 

intent is quite clear. The school is presented as one of many social institutions in the 

town (the others are represented by white and black circles surrounded by white 
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dots, groups of people, within the cross that divides the four representations of 

school). The four representations of school in each quadrant comment on the 

different kinds of attendance. The bottom left hand quadrant presents the ideal, or 

perhaps the past, situation where large numbers of children come from their homes 

to attend the school and gain from the good things it has to offer them. The top left 

quadrant presents a picture of decreased attendance. The top right comments on the 

number who attend irregularly; those who come some days and not others, those 

who come in the morning and leave or don't return in the afternoon. The last 

quadrant presents the disturbing prospect of hardly anyone attending school at all. 

Observation of the small numbers in classes at different times of the day, or week, or 

year indicated that this would be an issue to be addressed by the study. The 

numbers of children who were obviously of school-age moving around various parts 

of the town during school hours made it even more explicit. The above painting 

shows that there are several aspects of the problem, namely, those who don't attend 

at all, those who attend only periodically and those who attend only irregularly. 

Observation would lead to the suggestion that nearly all children come to school 

initially. The number of nine year old children recorded in the 1991 Commonwealth 

Census is 41 and the number of enrolments for Year 1 in that year was 41 (children 

usually start when they turn five years and spend two years in Preschool and two 

years i n  Transition). However there is a severe 'drop out' rate after the early years at 

school. Figure 6.5 presents the official enrolment figures for the school at Wadeye 

from the Demographics section of the Northern Territory Department of Education 

for the period 1978 to 1993. 
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OLSH - Wadeye Enrolments by G rade 1978 - 1993 
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Figure 6.5 Total enrolment numbers at the school by Year levels from 1978 to 1 993 

By selecting the enrolment figures for a particular stream, or class as it moves 

through the Year levels, in each of the eight streams that have moved through the 

school from 1978 to the 1993, the following Table was derived. 

Yearb�un 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 

Year 1 30 19 20 24 28 37 30 44 

Year2 21 26 23 23 29 25 17 35 

Year 3 27 19 25 28 27 20 1 1  1 3  

Year4 26 16 27 31 27 15 23 23 

YearS 25 21 23 15 22 na 25 ]J 

Year6 27 20 28 16 na 17 20 21 

Year7 29 20 15 na 16 28 26 37 

Year S 25 19 20 17 15 17 20 19 

Year9 15 12 15 18 15 14 20 9 

Year of exit 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

% of Yr 1 50 63 75 64 53 38 67 21 

% of highest enrolment 46 54 58 51 

Figure 6.6 Numbers of children in a stream in each year beginning 1978 and ending 1993 
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Each stream in this table shows a sharp decline in the number of enrolments from the 

early years of schooling at Year 1 to the Post Primary level where most of the 

children finish their involvement in school, although a very few do go to Darwin and 

other places for more schooling. This decline in numbers could be due to deaths and 

permanent departures from the district, which is not very probable, or children 

repeating classes or classes numbers being reorganized , and this may account for 

some of the rises in class numbers in years after Year 1. What is most significant is 

the obvious decline in enrolment as the class moves through the Year levels of the 

school. The numbers of children still at school in Year 9, taken as a percentage of 

either the numbers in Year 1 or the highest number for that stream of children, 

averages 47% over the last eight years which represents a drop-out rate of 53%. 

In addition to declining enrolment figures, statistics from the Department of 

Education indicate that the attendance of those who are enrolled is not good. Figure 

6.7 presents the total attendance (A = attendance ) compared with enrolment (E = 

enrolment) for the whole school from 1978 to 1993 for each of the eight periods of the 

year required by the Northern Territory Department of Education. (Demographics 

section of the Northern Territory Department of Education ) 

OLSII - Wacleye Ena·olments hy G 1·adc 1 978 - 1 993 

MAR MAY JUNE AUG SEPT NOV 1>£C A\'ERACE FEU 
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Figure 6.7 Attendance-enrolment comparison from 1978 to 1993 
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Figure 6.8 presents the percentage of attendance to enrolment in each of the eight 

periods of the year for which the Department requires returns , in five selected years. 

1 00 
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60 

Attendence as % 
of enrolment 50 

40 • 1 978 
30 • 1 983 
20 * 1 985 

1 0  X 1 988 
* 1 993 

0 
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Statistical returns periods 

Figure 6.8 Percentage of attendance in eight returns periods for five selected years 

These figures demonstrate a trend of falling attendance rates in the middle of most 

years during the dry season. So some students attend at some periods of the year 

and not others. Though these figures do not demonstrate it, there is also a tendency 

on the part of some to attend on certain days of the week and miss others. 

The tendency of some children to attend on an irregular basis throughout the day 

similarly cannot be demonstrated by the available statistics. But as the artists of the 

painting in Figure 6.4 have pointed out this is a common practice. Children will 

come in the morning and not return after lunch, or even leave at morning tea or 

some other time during the pre-lunch period, as teacher comment and observation 

have attested. 

Thus while the adults of the community express support for what the school can 

provide and keenness for their children to attend, the children themselves are 

making other decisions. And this is an important aspect of the culture, namely that 

in most circumstances, the children are the ones who make the decision whether or 
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not to attend school. Parents will urge children to attend and periodically instruct 

them to. They rarely force them to. 

When some Batchelor College RATE students were investigating the causes of 

absenteeism, they found several reasons advanced by people in the community for 

children's absenc.es. These were late nights because of videos at night (also cited by 

the artist of Figure 6.1)  disturbances in the household or the camp nearby, other 

activities like discos, family activities, and not enough food. If parents are advancing 

these as reasons for absenteeism, it indicates that not only do they think these are the 

reasons but also that they are unwilling or unable to change the situation. Hence it 

would tentatively appear that while there is an expression of high valuation of what 

the school can do for the children, it is not of sufficient value to try to change other 

aspects of the society which prevent the school being used to its maximum extent. 

However this data is open to other interpretations and it is acknowledged that many 

of the unstated perceptions of the Kardu could render this interpretation invalid. 

6.2.3 Changes in Social Structure 

The fact that the young people of the town are able to make significant decisions 

about themselves is not restricted to whether they will attend school or not. That 

they are making and acting on decisions with which the older generations don't 

agree is commonly recognised and a source of concern in the commtmity. And such 

action and decision making is having a significant effect on the social structure of the 

community. 

A recent widespread outbreak of petrol sniffing illustrates the problem. The 

community took several steps to combat this outbreak, including the banning of the 

use of petrol in the community (only diesel and avgas were made available for sale 

in the town). Some of the sniffers responded by pooling their money and paying an 

adult to drive to a small township 60 kilometres away to buy supplies of petrol for 

them. Senior people who related this story were very perplexed. (The adults who 

made the purchase were identified and dealt with and the children's strategy 
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circumvented.) But this action of the young people indicates a number of ways in 

which the social structure is changing. 

Sharing the production of effort, especially food and shelter, is an important 

characteristic of Aboriginal life. Such sharing is organized on the basis of kinship 

and has the effect of reinforcing kinship relationships. Traditional ways of 

socialization sought to make young Aborigines, especially males, self reliant (Berndt. 

1972; Hamilton, 1981) but in ways that contributed to the cohesion of the group. The 

eating of food, pooled after collection and prepared communally, physically brought 

people together and reinforced the notion of interdependence. The money system is 

used among the Kardu on a sharing basis. But there are important differences. The 

young are no longer able to contribute money as they would have been able to 

contribute food, however small initially; nor are they able to help in the earning of 

the money income. But they do get a share of the wealth, not only in the form of 

food and shelter but in cash. This gives them a potential independence from the 

group. They can choose to spend that money on their own food and not eat with the 

group. They can also choose to spend it on things, such as petrol and the means of 

obtaining it, which further alienate them from the group. 

Most Kardu are aware that changes are happening. Few have expressed an 

understanding of the forces involved or any ideas on how to react to these changes. 

One senior woman did relate her understanding that there was taking place a power 

shift from the old to the young. 

The young people don't observe the marriage rules; ...... the young m�n come back after 
going through business (second degree of initiation) and ��e no notice of t�e la':" they 
have learned; they talk to their sisters. ...... Parents are gtVlllg power to thetr children; 
they don't treat them the way they were treated wh�n they we� children. 1n the old days 
girls would always be with their mothers and aunbes, boys Wlth fathers a�d �n�les; now 
they walk around in groups all the.tirne. In �e. old days there was severe d1sopline. Boys 
could be speared in the leg for talking to thetr SiSter. 

In all these conversations the school is not mentioned. It is not blamed for the 

problem or any part of it; however the communication convention of avoiding 

saying anything likely to cause offence may have been activated here. Nor is there 
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any suggestion that the school might be involved in addressing the problem. From 

what has been communicated the school has no role in this issue at all. 

6.3 Perceptions of Ownership 

A story related by several Kardu, both school staff and non-staff, tells how some 

years ago a man in his early thirties had completed Stage One of the Batchelor 

College Teacher Education course and returned to the school. He was given a class of 

his own to run. But when he asked the principal for a key for his classroom, he was 

told that that was not appropriate. He interpreted this as a statement that he was not 

trustworthy enough to have access to the classroom without supervision, so he 

resigned. Whatever the actual reason of the principal, it was taken by the man and 

those who retell the story as an indication of the fact that the Kardu have only a 

limited place in the running of the school. It is a whiteman's institution which they 

can participate in but it is not theirs. 

Changes in the way the school is run have taken place since then. There are more 

qualified Kardu teachers on the staff, but all are newly qualified (within the last two 

years) and none occupy positions of responsibility in the administration of the 

school. Meetings of all Aboriginal staff with the principal are held fortnightly and 

staff related that these are open discussions, in Murrinhpatha, about matters raised 

by the principal or by the Kardu themselves. They relate that many of their 

suggestions have been acted upon. But they also relate that they do not raise any 

matter that they think the principal will be angry about. Recently a new 

appointment for an Adult Educator needed to be made. A committee of the 

principal, two deputy-principals, three Kardu men and three Kardu women met to 

consider the appointm.ent and a unanimous decision was arrived at. However there 

was much comment later among the men of the town that the men on the committee 

didn't "speak up." 

There is an ASSPA (Aboriginal Student Support and Parent Awareness) Committee 

in the school. As related in Chapter 4, this body is seen by the Catholic Education 

Office as the principle means of community input into decision-making. Few people 
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interviewed in the community knew of its existence; many of the Kardu staff did not 

know of the committee, and those that did know identified ASSPA solely as a 
method of getting funds for school activities. Members of the committee indicate 

that their advice as members of the committee is acted upon. But they also indicate 

that the only matters discussed are financial and that the committee does not meet 

very often, for example, no meeting so far in 1994 (up until June). 

There is some involvement of community members in the school. Mothers of pre

schoolers are encouraged to accompany their children to school each day, and do so 

for the first couple of months of the child's attendance. Senior men and women 

come to the school, or the children come to them in the camp, on culture days to 

share their traditional knowledge and skills, otherwise there is a general lack of 

involvement of community members in the educational activities of the school and in 

its decision making processes. There is a perception that what goes on in the school 

is the business of the teachers, whether Kardu or non-Aboriginal, and there is no 

place for them in that business; as one senior man said when asked what his 

daughter did in class each day, ''I'm not the teacher, I don't work in school." 

It is possible that the community has a perception that they should have more 

involvement in and/ or control over the running of the school. But if so, it has not 

been expressed during this study. Largely the school is accepted as being important 

to the community but it is the responsibility of the school and its staff to carry out its 

role in ways that involve the wider community in only limited ways. 

Many of the perceptions of the Kardu about the school and the Western style 

education that takes place there is based on their personal experiences of their ov.'n 

time at school. Some are based on what they see as happening at the present time in 

that institution and in the wider community. Whatever the basis of their 

perceptions, the school is seen as a part of the community and its life but the nature 

of that role needs to be reflected upon in the light of the data presented here. 
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CHAPTER VIT 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study was to seek, from the Kardu of Wadeye themselves, an 

expression of their thoughts and feelings about school-based Western-style 

education as they have experienced it and to use this to describe the place this 

institution has in their culture. 

In terms of the requirements of a scientific study, this study has been less than a 

complete success. There is solid evidence to support the proposition that the Kardu 

have many more ideas and feelings than have been expressed and presented here. 

But in that they have chosen not to express these, the study recognises and respects 

their right to do so and accepts without reserve their wish to do so. However this 

factor means that the conclusions offered here need to be recognized as even more 

tentative than is usually the case in an ethnographic study. With this reservation in 

mind the following conclusions are offered. 

7.1 Conclusions 

7.1.1 Summary 

The documentary evidence indicates that the Kardu have been the subjects of the 

institution of school rather than participants in a sharing process. There is a history 

of the provision of Western style school education for both adults and children since 

the beginning of the settlement in 1 935. It was imposed on a group of people, who 

had no experience of such a system, for r�asons of government and church policy. It 

was accepted by the Kardu, usually willingly, but sometimes under duress. 

Processes of consultation about the nature and purpose of the institution were 

initially non-existent but have developed slowly over the sixty year history of the 
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school but are still of a limited character. Kardu participation in the running of the 

school, other than as the objects of the teaching process, was initially limited but has 

expanded appreciably in terms of staff numbers but minimally with regard to 

influence on the content and processes of decision making. 

Linguistic analysis of the conceptualization of 'school' by the Kardu indicates that 

the institution is largely alien to the community in which it operates. It is 

understood as a place for the communication of skills and ideas. But it is largely 

seen by the older people as different from the communication of skills and ideas that 

took place in the pre-mission days; middle-age people tend to see basic similarity 

between the two but because of the content of what is taught and the methods used 

in imparting it, the school is still seen by them as something very different from their 

own culture. The character of alienness is further shown forth in the use of the term 

'teacher'. Originally conceptualized as a spirit, there is evidence to suggest that the 

foreignness of the non-Aboriginal teacher continues via his/ her modes of action and 

communication manners in the schooling process which are different to those with 

which the community feels comfortable. 

In general the adult members of the community associate the school with the gaining 

of certain benefits for the children of the community. There is a clear perception of it 

as the means of gaining knowledge and skills in English and maths and ways of the 

non-Aboriginal world. Hence it is an alien institution to be used as a means of 

dealing with the powerful forces of the white culture that is impacting on their own 

culture. 

As the culture experiences change both from external and internal pressures, some of 

the community perceive the school as a means of preserving and/ or strengthening 

various aspects of the culture. However this perception is not widely expressed and 

is not as strong as that of the school being important for obtaining the knowledge 

and skills necessary to deal with the non-Aboriginal world. 
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There is no clear perception of how the school will or can perform the function of 

passing on this information. Most older people tend to think of the processes of the 

school in terms of their personal experiences as students. Most also express the view 

that what takes place in the school is the business of the teachers and nothing to do 

with them. While they are conscious of particular actions, attitudes or processes 

which directly affect their child or children in general they do not seem to have any 

perception of the nature of the processes used in the school nor of how such 

processes are related to the achievement of the goals they desire the school to achieve 

for their children. In general, with the exception of those who are employed at the 

school as teachers, they see little need to be involved in any aspect of the school life. 

The younger members of the community have "voted with their feet" and either do 

not accept that what they gain from school is beneficial, or if it is, it is not worth the 

effort that involvement in the schooling processes, so different from their own 

community's behaviour patterns, requires of them to achieve these benefits. 

7.1.2 Synthesis 

Although the institution of school is accepted among the Kardu, this acceptance is of 

a superficial nature. It is different from the community in the way it operates and in 

the behaviours it requires from the community. It is not associated with the 

significant happenings of the community's life either on a day to day basis (v.rith the 

exception of those Kardu who actually work in the school) or for special events. 

There is no sense of the school and attendance at school being regarded as vital to the 

life of the community. It is accepted as an ideal but participation is not normative. 

While parents are happy for their children to achieve success at school and acquire 

knowledge and skills suitable for participation in the mainstream culture, there is no 

sense of any failure to acquire these as being anything to worry about. What the 

school provides is useful but not essential to daily life. It does not speak to the 

essence of the Kardu culture. 
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7.2 Implications 

7.2.1 Practical Implications: 

These conclusions would indicate that the organization and administration, 

curriculum content, teaching strategies and methods used in the school need to be 

examined to determine ways that they can accord with behaviour patterns and 

communication forms that are integral to Kardu community life. If the sense of 

alienation between the school and the community is to be broken down, then it is the 

school that must move to accommodate the community it is there to serve. One of 

the most important ways it  could do this is to involve the members of the 

community, both school staff and non-staff, in the decisions made about each of 

these areas. It is vital that a sense of Kardu ownership and agency in the school be 

developed to counter the perception of the school as a foreign institution. 

7 .2.2 Methodological Implications. 

The study demonstrated that many of the ideas and feelings held by groups of 

Aboriginal people are capable of being expressed in ways that are coherent to the 

non-Aboriginal mainstream culture and at the same time arise naturally out of their 

-
cultural norms. Story telling (in terms of relating personal experiences), especially in 

groups, was basic to the whole study; the use of paintings to help organise and 

formulate ideas and as a basis for further discussion was a high point of the 

methodology. The use of a co-researcher to overcome language barriers and to 

provide or check interpretations of meaning ascribed to stories, paintings and 

conversations was essential to the study's validity. 

Though it  was not a focus of this study, the method used demonstrated that the 

communication conventions, reported in other Aboriginal communities, of avoiding 

making statements that are likely to give offence to the hearer or anyone else who 

may get a report of it (especially through a_ physical object such as a painting or 

audio-tape) is standard practice for the Kardu at Wadeye. The deliberate 

withholding of information is not a new problem in either quantitative or qualitative 
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research. But the fact that it occurs in an etlmographic study means that the results 

of the study are more limited and less comprehensive than would be the case if 

respect for this cultural norm was not necessary. 

7.3 Recommendations 

The people in the community at Wadeye are undergoing significant change and this 

change extends to the cultural base of their lives. They perceive the school as an 

important means of dealing with those changes, and accommodating some changes 

without being swamped by others. Yet the school is still perceived as part of that 

foreign world that has initiated, and is initiating, those changes. The gap between 

the desire of the older members of the community for the school to achieve certain 

goals and the disinterest of many of the school age members of the community to 

participate and pursue those goals needs to be further researched. This study has 

concentrated on the perceptions of the older members of the community. A useful 

follow-up would be an attempt to gain an expression of the perceptions of the 

school-age Kardu, especially those in the later school grades, who are not only 

dropping out themselves but are providing the 'drop-out' model for those coming 

after them. 

As stated above in this chapter (Section 7 .2.1) there is a need to examine the 

organization and administration, curriculum content, teaching strategies and 

methods used in the school to determine ways that they can accord with behaviour 

patterns and communication forms that are integral to Kardu community life. 

Research into these areas could provide answers to the problem of the school being a 

foreign entity and not integral to the Kardu way of life. Undoubtedly part of the 

answer lies in more Kardu being involved in running the school, either as staff or as 

involved community members. Research on the above organizational issues could 

be an integral part of the absorption of these Kardu into involvement in decision

making and decision implementing roles in the school. 
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Whatever form further research takes, there needs to be recognition that such 

research must respect the Kardus' right to withhold information and should not be 

aimed at forcing or tricking them into giving information that they do not Y-rish to 

provide. The use of research as part of the process of involving the Kardu in the 

running of the school may be the solution to this methodological problem. People 

may be more willing to express their ideas in the context of being 'joint managers' of 

the school, as such a role is more in keeping with traditional power sharing 

structures of Aboriginal people, than they would be to an individual, especially a 

non-Kardu, who can take that information away and use it for all kinds of 

imponderable purposes. 

Thus the statement expressing the perceptions of the Kardu about Western style 

education tentatively advanced by this study could become a step in a process of 

change which will see the school become an a valued and integral part of the culture 

of the Kardu people. 
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